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HAND ME DOWN PINTER 

a play in one act 

by 

HAROLD C. TEDFORD 

(June 27,1984) 

Copyright, 1984 

CAST 
(in order of appearance) 

ANNA.a middle-aged lady 
JOHNNY-a middle-aged gentleman 
MRS. WRIGHT.the housekeeper 
VANESSA.an old acquaintance 
MAN 1.a Danish visitor 
MAN 2.his companion 
A GENTLEMAN.the English 

Ambassador 

Time: Spring, the present. 
A house in London, near Regents Park 
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HAROLD C. TEDFORD 

HAND ME DOWN PINTER 

Before the curtain opens the last six minutes of Wagner’s Gotterdammerung is gentlf 
insinuated into the consciousness of the audience. This will have to be timed perfectly N 
allow for some few notes of extreme distress by Bruhnhilde, her triumphant leap into tn 
flames, the surging of the immolation music, the rising waters of the Rhine, Hagen 
desperate cry to the Rhinemaidens to “Keep away from the ring,” and the final burning^; 
Vallhalla. The music should begin to swell about two minutes from the end of the ope** 
and the house lights dim one minute and 15 seconds before the final note of the ope^j 
The curtain (if a curtain is used) is raised and the stage lights brought up 45 seconds fro1*1 
the final chord. 

When the lights come up we see a room. The time is now, mid-afternoon. The city1* 
London. The furnishings and decorations in the room are sparse, yet elegant. There a* 
books on the shelves which surround the DR fireplace. There is a clock on the fireplaC 
mantle. US of the fireplace is a door. In the center of the rear wall is a large bay windo'_ 
On the left wall there are double doors leading into the stair hall. In the center of the r00$ 
is a large library table with a set of 35 books randomly scattered on it. There are two lata 
wing chairs above the fireplace facing down stage. Down left there is a small sofa, tea tabl ’ 
an elegant arm chair and against the wall a built in shelf unit upon which rests a comply 
stereo system with records. 

A middle-aged gentleman (JOHNNY) is seated in one of the wing chairs above the fin 
place. Johnny is wearing a cardigan sweater, vest and slacks. He wears glasses, small Wjl 
ones, and has a pocket watch in his vest pocket. He is reading from a lurid Murdoch-tyPj 
tabloid'newspaper. A middle-aged woman (ANNA) is on a portable ladder looking ^ 
sorting through books which lie in some disarray on the shelves around the fireplug 
Anna is wearing a dress with a cardigan sweater. Her hair is smartly done. She has a son} 
what befuddled, matronly air about her. Her glasses hang about her neck on a small cha1' 

When the curtain rises Anna looks over her shoulder at Johnny and then at the ste^ 
which is producing the final moments of the opera. She descends before the music eoj 
and crosses to the stereo, arriving at the end of the music. She lifts the tone arm and retun1 
it to the rest. 
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ANNA: “Keep away from the ring” 
indeed! (Pause. Looks at Johnny.) Don’t 
touch the record either, I suppose. 

JOHNNY: (Looks up reluctantly from his 
paper.) That’s right. (Pause.) Don’t touch the 
record. (Returns his eyes to the paper.) 

ANNA: (Pause.) Do you want to go through 
all that again? (There is no answer. She closes 
the lid on the stereo and turns it off.) Spare 
me. It isn’t enough for the gods to be con¬ 
sumed by fire. (Crossing back to her ladder 
and the books she mutters to herself.) They 
have to go through the whole ordeal accom¬ 
panied by that man’s music. It seems a bit 
much to me. (She begins to look through the 
books again.) Does it seem a bit much 
to you? 

(There is a rather prolonged pause before 
Johnny speaks.) 

JOHNNY: Ah! (Long,pause.) Ah! (Equally 
long pause.) 

ANNA; (Turning to him.) What? (Pause.) 
What did you say? 

JOHNNY: (Looks up at her and returns to 
his tabloid. He reads a moment.) Oh My! 
(Pause.) 

ANNA: (Still looking at him quite seriously.) 
Ho you mean me? (Pause. Waits for a 
response. There is none.) Do you mean to 
include me in that remark? (Pause.) 

JOHNNY: (Looks up again and returns his 
gaze to the paper.) Tsch. Tsch. Tsch. How 
alarming! 

ANNA: (She turns slowly back to the book¬ 
case and pulls a book from the shelf. She 
examines the spine and opens up to read the 
i e page.) Ah, there you are you elusive 

little bugger. 

JOHNNY: (Looks up from the paper.) Do 
you mean me? Do you mean to include me 
m that remark? 

ANNA: at him.) No, Johnny. Not 
h U\ uP the book for him to see.) The 

ook. (Descends the ladder. Crosses to the 
center table.) I meant this book. 

JOHNNY: Do I look like a book? 

ANNA: Certainly not like this book. 
(Places the book in one of the stacks on the 
table. Pause.) This book is part of a set. The 
Complete Works. 

JOHNNY: If I were a book I should 
certainly not want to be PART of The 
Complete Works. 

ANNA: Certainly not. Certainly not this 
“complete works.” There is one volume 
missing! 

JOHNNY: One missing? Then it is not 
complete, is it? 

ANNA: (Examining the books on the table 
before her.) Surely the thirty-six volumes I 
have found bring it close to being complete. 

JOHNNY: Thirty-six volumes? That cer¬ 
tainly seems a plethora of verbiage. With 
the cost of printing being so excessive. Is it 
the product of the author or the editor? (He 
returns to his paper.) 

ANNA: (She begins to arrange the books in 
four stacks of nine.) Vanessa will be so 
happy when I complete the set. She has 
been anxious for an end to it all. An end to 
The Complete Works and the whole affair. 

JOHNNY: (Attentive to his paper.) My 
Gawd! What next? (He shakes his head, 
turns the page and continues to read.) 

ANNA: (She begins to put the books in 
smaller stacks.) Nine. Nine. Nine. Nine. It 
will not be nearly so neat when the final 
volume is found, will it? 

JOHNNY: (Looking at it from his paper.) 
Will it? Will it what? 

ANNA: It is not what it will, but what 
it will not. It will not be so neat. Prime 
number. Odd man out. You know, that 
sort of thing? (She begins to put them in a 
large Harrod’s shopping bag which she finds 
on the table.) 

JOHNNY: Oh? Odd thing last night at the 
Load of Hay. This paper says. It says that 
there were some odd things happening last 
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night up there. Up there on the hill. At The 
Load of Hay. (Pause.) A row. (Pause.) It’s all 
in here. A big bust up. Two men are in 
custody. Foreigners, it says here. From 
Denmark. Danish. Danes. 

ANNA: From where? (She stops packing the 
books. Crosses to the window.) From Den¬ 
mark, did you say. (She turns and looks at the 
cbck on the mantle. Then at her watch. Then 
out of the window.) 

JOHNNY: It says here that they fought 
the constabulary. From Denmark! What 
can you expect? Bloody foreigners! Fight¬ 
ing with our Bobbies. 

ANNA: From where in Denmark, I 
wonder. From Copenhagen, perhaps, or 
Elsinore. Lovely country. Wonderful food. 
The King.... 

JOHNNY: Yes, the King.... 

ANNA: Lives in a fairy tale palace. In a 
castle with a moat. Lives like a lord. 

JOHNNY: Better than that. (Pause.) Much 
better. 

ANNA: (Still at the window.) Better! I think 
they should know better. They have a King 
of their own at home. Indeed, they should 
know better. 

JOHNNY: Boys will be boys, Anna. 
This is a free country. They can go where 
they like. 

ANNA: Go where they like, perhaps. 
Violate our fair and just laws and have a go 
at our Bobbies, no! 

JOHNNY: Then they cannot go where 
they like, violate our laws and play at being 
rowdies with our Bobbies! But... they can 
come from anywhere they choose! 

ANNA: But to The Load of Hay, Johnny? 
To come from anywhere and go to The 
Load of Hay? 

JOHNNY: Where should they come from, 
I ask you? Where are the decisions made 
which end up with a person entering the 
doors of The Load of Hay? 

ANNA: Well, from St. Johns Wood, 
perhaps. (Pause.) Or choices could be made 
in the flats of Knightsbridge or Mayfair to 
come to The Load of Hay. 

JOHNNY: Knightsbridge? (Pause-) 
Mayfair? (Pause.) St. Johns Wood? 

ANNA: Choices might be made there. Of 
in the Houses of Parliament. Strang^ 
things than that have gone on there, I cad 
tell you. 

JOHNNY: Gawd, Anna. 

ANNA: (Insistent.) Who knows where alj 
the customers come from? The regulars- 
Who knows? (Pause.) A fortnight ago a lad 
from Kentishtown came into the Spread 

Eagle. 

JOHNNY: Kentishtown? Gawd, Anna- 

ANNA: You can drink anywhere you l$e 
no matter where you come from, Johnny1 
You can. Pubs are no respectors of resided 
tial choice. 

JOHNNY: But from Denmark? What d« 
you think of that? I’ll bet that they braved 
sea monsters and pirates just to comet0 
The Load of Hay for a pint of bitter- 
Remarkable! (Going back to his paper.) 

ANNA: (Pause.) The men in the bed-s'J 
next door, they aren’t from around here 
can tell you. They aren’t from Camdejj 
Town. (Crosses to the upstage window 
looks offstage left through the curtain.) Th^j 
have been seen going to The Load of Hay 
(Still looking through the window.) 

JOHNNY: I know. 

ANNA: (Slowly turning toward Johnw% 
You know what? (She takes two steps toufli 
him.) What is it you know? 

JOHNNY: That they aren’t. 

ANNA: Aren’t what? What aren’t theV1 

JOHNNY: From around here, they are*1 
It’s on the wrong side. 

ANNA: (Becomingagitated.) They are ^ 
the right side if you face the street. 
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can?*^ 11 d°esn t face the street 11 t face the street! 

Wu WJh®ir bed'sit? Ifs on the right if 
face f h 16 jtreet- hiere in the house, if you 
tace the garden, it’s on the left. 

car^Th^?' ^0t; *;be'r bed-sit! Their motor 

boot is in frmg Wheel iS 0n the left The 
front MVfk6 re?r and the bonnet is in the 

eve/ facfn^tv.^6 b°nnet nor the boot is 
street N g th? Street They are «'» the 

the street- °ohnny 

©eatsM J?re ag° We bad a motor with 
roared^v 'T^veryone looked at us when we 
yourpml' U y°?remember,Johnny?Do 
shiny anH^^ ?at luxurious motor car, 
that ha lntlmidatlng? But it was not all 
momeni-<5 ppvfar^d to be. There were 

^orsand ^ chose to show its true 
interioni 1US cnn®x«in ^ shadowy 
an ^denen^daKT S6en 3S 0WIier sucb 
^erdav 6 ™acbme- One hot sum- 
of traffiV d 1116 ^ning into the maelstrom 
droPped offU?d ^rble Arch the silencer 
Warning Just dr°PPed off without a 
brakes we ^ n°1Se Was startling- The 

Pavlova' Za? motor car like the div 
°bject fromfh tbe steammg m< 

^hs^he m^d vf1S °f °ne °f 
ribly Th p ^d have burned her hands h 

Vanessa ^l eunCer was very hot Bra 
with fire ^ has always enJ’°yed playi 

sayf poking up from his paper 

burned thlng that A load of haY * 

AN t0apile0fashes- 
PUbPBul^^^f tof her memory.) T 

johnot dof""b™ 
withhav h", ( orry‘ "bbe lorry load 
at thSy ortheho^es.Forthehon 
hisPaper” ks ln the Park- (Returns 

TOW***' Shelooksatthecbck,eras 

ing. I see her down the street. She is not 
riding a horse, but Vanessa is coming like 
the wind. I knew she would come charging 
down upon us. 

JOHNNY: (Looking up from his paper.) Is 
this the day? Already? I thought that she 
had just come. 

ANNA: (Still looking out of the window.) I 
see her up at Parkway in her fur coat by the 
Spread Eagle. The shop girl in the wine 
shop is looking at her. My, but she is mov¬ 
ing at a gallop. 

JOHNNY: (Putting his paper in his lap.) 
She will be angry. I was at the Spread Eagle 
last night. I was there until they called time. 
I played ... a game of chance. One of those 
machines on the wall near the loo. 

ANNA: She has slowed to a trot. She will 
be here soon. (She walks to the table and 
finishes putting the books in the bag with 
some haste.) On her next visit I will give her 
the complete Dramatic Works of Byron, 
Shelley and Keats. They have such beau¬ 
tiful bindings. 

JOHNNY: (Rising and crossing to the 
mantle.) How long does it take her to tra¬ 
verse the length of Albert Street smartly 
galloping and trotting along? Galloping 
and trotting in her fur coat? (He takes his 
watch out of his pocket and sets the clock on 
the mantle to agree with his watch. Three 
o’clock p.m.) 

ANNA: (Continuing to busy herself with the 
books.) Did you win? Did you? It’s much 
more fun if you win, don’t you think? 

JOHNNY: More fun, yes. 

ANNA: (Crosses back to the window, looking 
down the street just below the window.) She 
is here. She knows something, Johnny. I 
can see it in her eyes. She has news. 

(There is the sound of a doorbell below.) 

JOHNNY: Fancy that! (Pause.) Yes, I won. 
I made a vow. 

ANNA: A vow? 

JOHNNY: I made a vow and I won. I won 
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at that game of chance. For the first time 
this year I was hot! 

ANNA: Did the vow make you hot? 

JOHNNY: I was hot and I won! (Pause.) 
What does a machine know anyway? (He 
takes a book from the shelf by the fireplace and 
sits back in his chair.) 

came only yesterday. She came yesterday 
and now she is back again. This time with 
a satchel. A red leather satchel. 

ANNA: Yesterday? So soon? Please send 
her up. It has been far too long. 

(Mrs. Wright turns and goes, closing the 
door behind her.) 

(There is the sound of a doorbell below.) 

ANNA: She has a large red leather sat¬ 
chel. Bigger than a bread box. 

JOHNNY: Is it big enough to make a 
dutchman a pair of britches? Is it that big? 
Is it, huh? 

ANNA: (Looking down again.) Big enough 
for a small dutchman. Big enough for Hans 
Brinker, perhaps, but not for a fat tulip 
trader from Amsterdam. 

JOHNNY: I am going to read. When she 
comes tell her I am reading. I made a vow. 

ANNA: Reading? Reading what? Peculiar 
I’d call it. To be told that the man I came to 
see was reading. I’d call it peculiar. 

JOHNNY: You can call it what you like. 
I’m still reading. 

ANNA: What will the neighbors say? 
What will Vanessa tell the others? (Pause.) 

JOHNNY: Tell her I made a vow. 

ANNA: What are you reading that is so 
important you can ignore Vanessa when 
she comes in with her news? 

JOHNNY: It is very exciting. It is a play. 
A play full of action and suspense, rever¬ 
sals and discoveries. It rivets my attention, 
effortlessly. 

(There is a knock at the hall door It 
becomes insistent.) 

ANNA: (Crossing down stage left and sitting 
on the sofa.) Yes? Who’s there? Yes? 

(The door opens and the housekeeper 
enters.) 

MRS. WRIGHT Pardon me, madam, 
but are you expecting her again today? She 

JOHNNY: Yesterday? (Looking up frorn 
his book.) Far too long? How do you get of* 
saying such nonsense? 

ANNA: Nonsense? Manners are not 
nonsense. Never forget, Johnny, manners 
oil the machinery of civilization. Manya 
fire has been prevented by nothing mot6 
than a carefully considered reply or 3 
courteous remark. 

JOHNNY: No one uttered a courteous 
remark over on Avenue Road last nig^ 
then, did they? The load of hay burned tjj 
a pile of ashes and burned up a brick wal 
into the bargain. 

ANNA: And a brick wall too, you say? 

JOHNNY: Yes. A brick wall as well as 
two large black Daimlers. 

ANNA: You are right. A carefully cofl' 
sidered reply would have been of no use 
whatsoever in preventing such a spoU' 
taneous occurrence. 

JOHNNY: It left a mess. A real mess. The 
neighbors closed their shutters and dre^ 
their blinds. 

ANNA: I don’t blame them. The coiflj 
bustion of a loaded lorry and a brace & 
expensive motor cars could certainly be 
considered an offense to some. 

JOHNNY: I don’t want to think of it! 

ANNA: Though I have always though 
of flames as purifying. 

JOHNNY: A brace of Daimlers. Two a1 
one fell swoop. A fire cloud engulfed the'*1 
and they were no more. 

ANNA: But Avenue Road survived? 

JOHNNY: Yes. The Daimlers didn’t bUl 
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^rvive ^ Avenue Road will always 

ANNA: Thank God that there are some 

to fire m °Ur SOC*ety tbat are impervious 

ni^ere a knock at the door. Anna rises 
tho ^0eS *° d°or She opens it and into 
tulh°°m comes a woman dressed in black. A 
„ an> co,mk^elcly covers her hair. She is 
hrnir! ^ jessed and has highly arched eye- 
satchel)6 Carnes a bright red leather 

(Crosses center. Looks at 
lonh has returned to his book and then 
auf a}jna-Anna slowly closes the door 

Wlik her back tightly pressed 
^ She back at Johnny. He 

ejg&T* Play ” very intently.) How 

ANNA: He is reading. He is reading a 
17 excitmg book. (Pause.) A play. 

(To Johnny.) Why didn’t you 
ex f^y; (Pause.) (To Anna.) You were 
’Wp y°u were asked for. We waited, 

aited until after closing. 

He was playing a game of chance 
thaf ^Pfead Eagle. He was winning on 
the •lne back by the loo. He won for 
the first time this year. 

ReaU???A: At the Spread Eagle? You? 
her J;°Vnny- (PQuse) Really! (She places 
ner satchel on the center table.) 

* C0U^ have been riding in a 
of W t 1 could have been with that load 
ot hay. I could have been. 

jj^^SSA; What on earth are you talk- 
noi- , ?Ut' Wherever you were you were 

*heIe you PROMISED to be. You 
lsed to be there. With all of us. 

BarV^** ^ack at that pub up the hill? 
ing VaUP at L?ad °f Hay? It was rain- 
out t nessa* Ruining torrents and you got 
Load of i{° weeklY meeting at The 

HNNY: I was inside the Spread Eagle. 

It was cozy there. I made a vow. I was hot. 
I won. 

VANESSA: You know that we wait each 
week. You know that we have been doing 
it for years, and last night we were not 
sorry. Last night our patience and our 
fortitude were rewarded. Last night was 
the last night. We all had a round of Tuborg 
and watched the constabulary clean up two 
drunken rowdies. 

JOHNNY: I read about it. (Pause.) In 
the paper. 

ANNA: I was reading. Here. The rain 
was noisily assaulting the window panes 
and although it was Mrs. Wright’s night 
out, she stayed in. I was here in this room 
above the street reading all sorts of things. 
Mrs. Wright would hand me down a book 
and I would read and read ... then toss it 
aside. Then she would hand me another. 

VANESSA: It seems strange to me, 
after all these years you were not there on 
the night for which we had been waiting. 
The most exciting night of our lives. The 
night which will be used to measure the 
remainder of our days on this earth. 

ANNA: We have no motor car. And we 
have been made even more acutely aware 
of the fact since the paper reports that two 
Daimlers were burned to a crisp by the 
combustion of a load of hay on a lorry in 
the middle of Avenue Road. 

JOHNNY: (Looking up from his book.) And 
a brick wall. Burned to a pile of ashes 
exposing for all of London to see a large 
parking area in front of a stone house. 

ANNA: When we do get a motor again we 
will not go by way of Avenue Road on rainy 
nights, I’ll tell you. It’s too risky. 

VANESSA: I have brought you the votes 
of all of those who were there last night. All 
of them cast their vote by secret ballot and 
here they are. (She reaches in her red satchel 
and pulls out a ragged sheaf of papers.) 

ANNA: It was raining. The constabulary 
was rushing about. How could you vote? 
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How could you when you knew we were not 
there ... and for very good reason? 

VANESSA: I know you were not there. 
That is why I am here. I have brought you 
our vote. When the vote was counted you 
won. You and Johnny were the winners. 

ANNA: (Pause.) The winners? 

VANESSA: The winners! I was not in 
the least happy about that. All the others 
were dedicated. They never missed. They 
gave their every waking moment. And you! 
You missed the most important meeting 
and you won! 

ANNA: Well, what do you know about 
that? 

JOHNNY: (Looking up from his book.) If it 
was raining so hard last night, why didn’t it 
put out the fire in the load of hay? Why did 
a fire storm destroy two damp Daimlers? 

ANNA: And a brick wall exposing for all 
of London to see a large but now vacant 
parking area before a great stone house? 

JOHNNY: A stone palace. An Arab’s 
immense stone palace. His harem must 
have gone berserk. Their ululation drown¬ 
ing out the piercing urgent wails of the 
sirens and the roar of the flaming black 
Daimlers. 

ANNA: Not to mention the flaming 
load of hay intended for the horses at 
the barracks. 

VANESSA: There was no fire in The 
Load of Hay, let me tell you. But there was 
warmth in our hearts as we toasted with 
Tuborg the beginning of the most signifi¬ 
cant events in our lives. Events from which 
our later days will be numbered. 

JOHNNY: I was warm inside the Spread 
Eagle. It was cozy there. There was a fire 
on the grate. I won. 

ANNA: I was reading here. Here in this 
room above the street. Reading all sorts 
of things. 

(The doorbell is heard. Vanessa, Anna 

and Johnny listen expectantly. The door belou> 
is heard to open and, after a pause, it is closed.) 

VANESSA: Now you must read the 
ballots. Read them! (She hands them t° 
Anna who refuses to touch them.) 

ANNA: Give them to Johnny. Let him 
read them. 

JOHNNY: I can’t do it. I made a vow. 1 
can’t until I finish this play. The book I am 
reading now. I can’t read another thing until 
I finish it. 

ANNA: He made a vow! He made a voW 
last night when he began to win at that 
game of chance at the Spread Eagle. He 
made a vow that the sun would not set 
upon an unread book. Didn’t you, Johnny’ 
Didn’t you? 

JOHNNY: I bloody well made a vow. 

ANNA: Think of it, Vanessa! In the white 
heat of winning, a vow. 

(There is a knock at the left door.) 

ANNA: (Pause.) Yes? Who is it? 

MRS. WRIGHT: Tis I, mum. 

ANNA: Come in, please, Mrs. Wright. 

MRS. WRIGHT: (Enters left.) There are 
two gentlemen here to see you, madam* 
They say it is urgent. They say they have 
been sent. 

ANNA: Can they wait? Vanessa is here 
with some good news. 

MRS. WRIGHT: They insist. They are 
very persistent. They wanted to follow me 
up the stairs, but I forced them to stay 
below by locking them in the cupboard 
where they had gone to hang up their hats* 

ANNA: (Looks at Johnny and VanessaJ 
Very well. Send them up. Send them uP 
after you have opened the cupboard. 

MRS. WRIGHT: (She turns to go and 
then turns back.) They say they have * 
message of great importance. 

JOHNNY: A message? A message f°f 
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for us? ^°W do we ^now the message is 

: ®ne is carrying a most 
Johnnf" 11 has y°ur names on it. 
Johnny and Anna, NW1, it says. 

JOHNNY; What do you make of it, Anna? 
hat do you think of that? 

I wnnuTT"*? ueslQes last night s ballots. 
°uld be frightened not to receive them. 

Se^dthl Sendrthem UP’ Mrs- Wright, 

of the cupboard16" ^ *** let them °Ut 

2SGS®,,Sfert 

youstppaose?VeinNW1?H°Wmanydo 

there * bnow none- In the street 
have nn^6 named Johnny. The Osrics 
the wnr^ChlS nam?d Annahelle, although 

certainly he^at lt 1S not his but [t is most 

notth^w^^1 ^ou won ^ast night. You are 
are doingr°ng °neS‘ They know what they 

Were^l^6 ?u^et Vanessa. Sit down. If we 
downanri .*? receive a Prize, then sit 

n and watch us receive it. 

JOHNNY: We wonit. Hereitis. Butt out! 

urge 
we door.) 

^NNA: (Pause.) Yes? 

tlemen^^^^^* ^ vo*ce: The two ge 

^JVNA: (Pause.) Yes? 

SsSageW^HT’S voice: With tl 

ess<2 ^ghts a cigarette. Johnny puts h 

nose deeper into his book.) 

ANNA: (Pause.) Yes. (Pause.) Have them 
enter. 

(The doors open. A stronger than usual 
light comes through the doors and two men 
slowly move into the room and stop in the 
light. They are just silhouettes in the doorway. 
The light becomes brighter and then slowly 

fades. The characters on the stage do not react 
to the light. The men are in dark pinstripe 
suits. They are both blonds and both have a 
mustache. One of them is carrying a royal 
blue velvet bag with a gold bow tied around 
one end. There is an elegant tag with the 
words: To Johnny and Anna, NW1.) 

ANNA: (Pause.) Yes? 

MAN 1: (Steps forward and clicks his heels.) 
Good afternoon. (His speech is almost perfect 
but occasionally they both pronounce some 
words with a decidedly foreign accent.) 

MAN 2: (He steps forward and clicks his 
heels.) Good afternoon. 

ANNA: (Pause. She studies them coldly.) 
Good afternoon. 

JOHNNY: (Slowly rises and faces them. 
His back to the fireplace.) Good afternoon. 

VANESSA: (Remainingseated, smoking. 
She looks at them condescendingly.) Good 
afternoon. (She rises and breaks into 
laughter.) Have they released you so soon? 

MAN 1: (Looks at her. He is puzzled.) I beg 
your pardon? 

MAN 2: (Pause.) Released? Last night 
you mean? 

VANESSA: Yes. (Pause.) Last night. 

MAN 1: Released? (He laughs slightly.) 

MAN 2: Released? We were driven at a 
breakneck speed down the hill to Camden 
Town and dumped without ceremony 
before our lodgings in a driving rain storm. 

MAN 1: We were soaked to the skin before 
we could get our key into the lock. 

MAN 2: I caught a terrible cold. I have 
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been burning up with a fever all day. 

MAN 1: As have I. Bloody English 
weather. We can’t say that we weren’t 
warned. We were warned. 

MAN 2: Yes. We were warned again and 
again. The crossing alone should have been 
warning enough. 

ANNA: Why have you come? 

JOHNNY: Yes, why have you come? 

VANESSA: (Rises and crosses to the 
fireplace.) Yes .... Why have you? 

MAN 2: Because we were sent. 

MAN 1: We were asked to deliver 
something. We were asked to deliver this. 
(He extends the blue velvet bag to Anna. She 
refuses to look at it but continues to look at 
Man 1 in the eyes.) This. 

ANNA: Are you from Harrods? Did good 
old Harrods send you to deliver a gift? 

JOHNNY: Or perhaps a purchase. 
Perhaps you bought something there, 
Anna. Perhaps you bought a cigarette 
lighter at the tobacco counter, and they are 
just now getting around to delivering it. 

ANNA: You know I don’t smoke, Johnny. 
I looked out of the window when they 
arrived. There was no Harrods van in 
the street. 

VANESSA: The van would be there. If 
the blue object is from Harrods then the 
green van would be there. 

ANNA: Did you come in a van? 

VANESSA: Perhaps the van was here but 
just dropped them off. I will call. (She crosses 
right center and exits through door above 
the fireplace.) 

MAN 1: We did not come in a van. We 
came by car/hovercraft/car. 

MAN 2: We are not from here, we .... 

MAN 1: ... embarked for this country 
from Calais. We boarded ... 

MAN 2: ... the Hovercraft at Calais. 

But... 

MAN 1:.. . we disembarked at Ramsgate. 

ANNA: I trust that you had a safe 
crossing. 

JOHNNY: Was the crossing calm? Were 
the waters smooth? 

MAN 2: No, to the contrary. They were 
positively Alpine. Waves of such gigantic 
proportions we feared for our lives. 

MAN 1: A very rough and eventful cross' 
ing. I once thought I saw the Matterhorn 
when we were on the top of one large swell, 
but it soon became obvious that it was 
only the great chalky cliffs at Dover. 1 
called the attendant to verify what I was 
seeing, but before she could tell me we went 
into a deep swell, and she tumbled heels 
over garter-belt flinging her tray of drinks 
over a group of Dutch school children who 
squealed with surprise at the unexpected 
shower which fell all about. 

MAN 2: She was a mess. But as we were 
bouncing about on stormy seas, it was"most 
difficult to ascertain fully the extent of her 
injuries with any accuracy at all. 

ANNA: Poor dear. Were there other 
injuries on the crossing? Did any of the 
passengers catch fire or jump overboard? 

MAN 2: There were pirates! We were 
attacked by pirates! It was all very bizarre, 
I can tell you. 

JOHNNY: Pirates? Really? 

MAN 2: We were boarded by pirates- 
They took three cars, one of the attendants 
named Clarissa, a case of Scottish Mah 
whisky from the duty free shop, and our 
traveling companion. 

ANNA: Your companion? Were there 
three of you when you started on yout 
journey over the Alpine seas? 

MAN 2: Yes, there were three of us for the 
better part of our journey. 

MAN 1: We were some trio. Inching 
our way through the low countries and 
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northern France in our motor car. 

2: ? was a legendary trip. No, 
JL?**? does not express in the least 
waq u1S tnp was- Harrowing. That’s it. It 
was a harrowing trip. A totally unforget- 

nie, harrowing experience. 

^Ur companion drove all the way. 
the de let either of us behind 
mv<?Pif^e °f the motor can I strapped 
a lot m aS ^eSt * C0ldd and y°u prayed 

MAN 2:1 prayed a lot? 

MAN 1: Well, you certainly looked like 
y°u were praying. 

nof^2* d°sing one’s eyes to reality does 

a SuPr^ne?eingtUte ^ attempt to contact 

Man 2- n 
Aii i.i * uur companion drove, you see. 
tion h Way’ muttering about procrastina- 
his nneiing ^ief ^me and calling 
Amen'0 6 names that are only heard in 
^encan movies. 

to could never decide which 
the ppr,fUrnVsa^ m one intersection in 

center of Brussels for four solid hours 

car anr°^nded swirling traffic, each 
caconKgn y faring its horn, a vicious 
and W y °f the most unpleasant sort... 
the “wTT6 he had diplomatic immunity 
zied ndarmerie” just directed the fren- 

man °f traffic around us' 
Were ,,2* ^0r ^0ur long hours. My nerves 
M Worn t0 a frazzel. To a frazzel. 

his mwhen he did finally make up 
turned t0 continue on the journey, he 
diren-^ar?Und and went precisely in the 
M tion from which he had come! 

in the f * And on bridges! Death stared us 
car time he inched the motor 

onto a bridge 
Man i. u 
aboutbridg6 WaS espec*aPy ^decisive 

the bri?* ^w°uld decide halfway across 
TH AT ge that he didn’t want to traverse 

1 nver or THAT canal at THAT 

point, and he would either slowly back up 
or swiftly swing the motor around in the 
face of oncoming traffic and roar back to 
the terra firma. 

MAN 1: That’s what we experienced day 
after day. Terror! His indecisiveness, of 
which we had heard tongue after tongue 
wag before we had begun the journey, was 
the cause of stark, cold terror, time after 
time, day after day, week after week. 

VANESSA: Have you been gone long? 

MAN 1: I’m not sure. 

MAN 2: No one is really sure. Although 
there are some who would give worlds 
to know. 

MAN 1: I’m not sure. 

MAN 2: You’re beginning to sound like 
him. 

MAN 1: Are you sure? 

MAN 2: No. 

MAN 1: So now you see, after our other 
adventures, the pirates were the last straw. 

MAN 1: Absolutely the last. 

MAN 2: But we have become accustomed 
to sudden shifts in our fortunes. 

MAN 1: That is true. Summons to the 
court, meeting old friends, Alpine seas, 
attendants falling in passageways, pirates, 
lost companions, fights with the constabu¬ 
lary. We are always ready for a new 
adventure. 

MAN 2: But I must admit that it was a 
great relief to see that cloud of sand and 
dust and to sense the great sighing of the 
hovercraft as we settled at Ramsgate. 

MAN 1: And the air! The cool, refreshing 
English air! 

MAN 2: Our complexions improved 
immediately! 

MAN 1: Although we miss our 
companion! 

MAN 2: Yes we do, and we reported his 
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capture by the pirates to the proper authori¬ 
ties as soon as we disembarked. 

MAN 1: But as it turned out, our motor car 
was not among those stolen in the pirates’ 
raid, actually. Therefore we motored into 
the city and quickly found our lodgings. 

ANNA: What have you done? What have 
you seen? Where have you been? 

MAN 2: We have been to the Turner to see 
the Tates. (To Man 1.) Or was it to the Tate 
to see the Turners. No matter. We have 
driven around Richmond Park in a Taxi. 
We viewed Parliament Hill from afar and 
have crossed the Thames at several points. 

MAN 1: There is little we have not done, 
actually. We have seen no less than a visitor 
should. We especially thrilled to Turner’s 
magnificent scenes of mayhem and fire. 
“The Fighting Temeraire tugged to its last 
Berth” is a sad but triumphant statement. 
But, of course, his “Burning of the Houses 
of Parliament” at the Tate is remarkable, 
for one can almost feel the heat and smell 
the acrid smoke. 

MAN 2: While we love your painter Mr. 
Turner, we ARE on a mission, you know. 
We have obligations which good manners 
and decorum prohibit us from ignoring. 

(Vanessa enters and crosses to Johnny at 
the fireplace.) 

ANNA: You are, however, ignoring the 
object in the blue bag. 

JOHNNY: True. You have not said from 
whom it has come and to whom it has 
been sent. 

VANESSA: Yes, just what is your 
mission? 

MAN 1: Our mission? 

VANESSA: It will be tea time soon. 

MAN 1: Very hush, hush. Top secret. 
Maximum security! That sort of thing, in 
point of fact. 

MAN 2: Yes. That sort of thing. Very 
hush, hush. 

MAN 1: Very. It seemed to be of great 
importance that our being sent for not be 
voiced about. There was one mention of it 
in the paper and the reporter has not been 
heard from since. Some say he was sent to 
a resort in the Atlas mountains, and others 
have held out for a monastery in Sri Lanka* 
High in the blue, blue hills. High in the tea 
plantations. Ancient walls and bells which 
twang through the night. Fragrant bloS' 
soms floating in still pools and much, much 
more. I know he just loves it. 

VANESSA: If that is where he is. 

MAN 2: Yes, if that is where he is indeed* 

MAN 1: Yes, if he is anywhere at all. 

MAN 2: Yes. (Pause.) Or perhaps he is 
visiting in a tiny hamlet in Kent where 
the cows feed on the commons, and ducks 
and geese and swans swim in the swift cut' 
rents of the stream. Perhaps he is there* 
Drinking lager and lime and eating the 
ploughman’s lunch at the Saracens Head* 
“Lilliput,” he will say, “this hamlet is 
like Lilliput.” 

JOHNNY: That is if he knows Swift. 

VANESSA: That is if he knows Swift 
at all. 

MAN 1: (Pause.) We were sent for, and 
we were given a mission. Here is the meS' 
sage as we were asked to deliver it to 
you. (Pause.) Here in this pouch. (Pause.) V 
this pouch of royal blue silk velvet, tied with 
a golden ribbon with the crest and ah 
worked in the warp and the woof. 

ANNA: Must I ask for the message which 
is intended for me? (Pause.) May I have it> 
please? (Pause.) You have spent all of your 
time looking at Turners and crossing and 
recrossing the Thames instead of doin£ 
what you were sent to this country to do io 
the first place. 

MAN 1: When I was rehearsed for this 
moment by the two men in Calais, I was not 
told that you would turn vicious. 

VANESSA: (Strongly.) For God’s sake* 
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§ive her the message. 

^ ^ right, then. Take it! And 
Ann g°?^ may ft do y°u. (He crosses to 

the tablet) C^rem^ous^ P^ces the pouch on 

tau^710! ai the pouch. There is a long 
P use while she examines it.) 

VANESSA: (Quietly.) Open it. 

OHNNY: (Quietly.) Break the seal. 

curing H * must admft that I am a bit 
mvspifS-ru°Ut the contents °f the pouch 
whiio1 he sea^ was so cleverly made that 
We wpWe ?re huown for our dependability, 
contend uefrly exPected to try to glean the 

s before our mission was completed. 

Man 9. r\ 
un<?n^ rUur attempts, however, were 
aliev-Cfess^u^ Had they been, we could 

e some of your curiosity. 

the^t!?10 examines the pouch. She reads 

seat* u an,d shakes the Pouch. She then 

facing^ USC at the center tote- She is 

lS OUt off ) 

AN 1:1 sha.ll die of curiosity myself. 

^SSA: I think not. 

stand^-here a window open? I am 
a slip-hf u^re before the fireplace and feel 
y chill. Who opened the window? 

She in grosses to the center windows. 

Harm,? S outd Ah! Now! There is the 
1 rods van. 

them^^^: Good old Harrods. Always 
ewhen you need them. 

('pi 

beina ef0Und of the rear doors of the van 
°Pened is heard.) 

all to Se * (finally pulling the contents out for 

Placed n u a b°°P Identical to those she has 
It is nltie table in stacks of 9.) Here it is. 
thou^^k. It finishes the set. How 

tul. The thirty-seventh volume. 

VANESSA: (Crossing to her.) A book? 
How odd? 

JOHNNY: Why would Foyles send a book 
in a Harrods van? (He climbs up the ladder 
by the bookshelves DR and begins to browse 
through the books on the shelves.) 

(The others gather around Anna.) 

ANNA: How lovely. The last of the set. 

JOHNNY: Good old number thirty-seven. 

ANNA: (She examines the book. There is a 
large tasseled bookmark protruding from the 
book.) A copy of Hamlet, the Dane. A play 
by the bard of Avon about the legendary 
young melancholy prince of Denmark who 
lived many, many years ago. 

VANESSA: Is there an inscription? 

MAN 1: There, on that marker? What 
is that? 

ANNA: (Opening the book to the page with 
the marker.) It is a crest and a rather 
drunken signature. 

VANESSA: The bookmark. What is it 
marking? What is there? 

ANNA: (She looks at the page.) It marks a 
letter. A letter from the melancholy Prince 
to his dear, dear friend, Horatio: “Horatio, 
when thou shalt have overlooked this, 
give these fellows some means to the king: 
they have letters for him. Ere we were two 
days old at sea, a pirate of very warlike 
appointment gave us chase.” etc., etc., and 
so forth and so on and then it ends: “... hold 
their course for England: of them I have 
much to tell thee. Farewell. ‘He that thou 
knowest thine, Hamlet.’ ” (She looks up.) 
Isn’t that nice? 

JOHNNY: (Turning on his perch on the lad¬ 
der.) That is a wondrous strange letter. A 
rum letter indeed. (He descends from the 
steps and goes to the US end of the fireplace 
and pulls the cord to summon Mrs. Wright. 
He then goes to the window and looks down 
at the street.) 

VANESSA: A singularly strange and 
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bizarre thing. (She looks at the two men.) 

ANNA: (She looks back at the book.) Pirates? 
Kings? Hold their course? How absurd. 
(She looks up at Man 1 and Man 2.) Does 
this mean you? 

(A knock is heard at the door. Vanessa 
crosses to the door and admits Mrs. Wright.) 

MRS. WRIGHT: Yes, mum. 

VANESSA: What is in the Harrods van? 

MRS. WRIGHT: Nothing mum. It’s 
waiting, but there is nothing in it. The 
driver and his mate are just standing by the 
van looking at their watches. 

JOHNNY: (Looks out the window and 
nods to someone in the street.) They are 
standing in the street with brushes and 
dustpans. Perhaps they have come to pick 
up something. 

MRS. WRIGHT: Will you gentlemen 
please follow me. (She stands US of the SL 
doors and indicates that they are to precede 
her.) 

MAN 1: (Clicks his heels. Bows.) Good 
afternoon. 

MAN 2: (Clicks his heels. Bows.) Good 
afternoon. 

(They back out of the room through the 
open doors. Mrs. Wright follows them out 
and closes the doors.) 

VANESSA: Are they consanguineous, 
do you suppose? (Rising and crossing to 
the window.) 

ANNA: Do you mean might they have 
the same mother? (Following Vanessa to 
the window.) 

VANESSA: Perhaps. I wouldn’t be 
surprised. 

JOHNNY: Or the same father! Let’s not 
forget dear old dad. (Crosses to the window.) 

(The sound of the front door opening is 
heard. There is a long pause followed by the 
sound of the door closing. It is loud and echoes 
with a metallic ring. As the three stare down 

at the street a light begins to increase from 
below. It becomes brighter and brighter, ft 
moves like the reflections of a ragingfire. The 
light becomes blinding and begins to decline- 
Vanessa, Anna, and Johnny shield their eyes 
from the light but do not take their eyes from 
the street.) 

ANNA: They have broken into flame. 

JOHNNY: With remarkable simultaneity 

VANESSA: The heat is scorching the side 
of the Harrods van. 

ANNA: There are flames shooting fro#1 
their entire bodies. 

JOHNNY: The incandescence is blinding 

(The light outside the windows fades.) 

VANESSA: (Pause.) Where are they- 
(Longpause as the outside light fades.) Gone- 

ANNA: Both of them. 

JOHNNY: Ashes. Both of them. 

VANESSA: At one fell swoop. 

ANNA: Just ashes. 

JOHNNY: Instantly! Spontaneous com' 
bustion. Up until now I have only read 
such things in the newspaper. Rupert Mm" 
doch always reports to us on such thing5, 

VANESSA: Do you suppose that one nfl 
those men from Harrods is an undei" 
cover reporter for Mr. Murdoch. If he & 
we shall certainly have interesting head' 
lines tomorrow. 

JOHNNY: We certainly shall if there 
a tomorrow. 

VANESSA: If there is a tomorrow at all- 

(Anna crosses over to the door SRC 
opens it. She stands by it as a gentleman 
dressed in a navy blue pinstripe suit enter* 
He carries a bowler and an umbrella, 
crosses to the windows and looks out and no0* 
to someone in the street. Meanwhile, An 
has crossed to the table and has retrieved tty. 
book. She opens the book and looks toWOm 
the end. From below comes the sound °J 
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hZ , a weM dustbin and i 
eing ^Placed on the dustbin.) 

wih fmd Quite a mess when 

fying like'tl™ afraid’NOt dean and PUri' 

art ^es* ^n(i when you walk in 
1 terribly surprised. 

terriKi^* sa(b ^ou must appear to be 
terribly sad and surprised. 

shoukf^^1 ^es' ^nc*’ * suppose I 

y°urmannneersed t0 r6mind Y°U t0 mind 

uke looking in the book-) Ah> 
you arnVe Gre ^ W^at you are to say when 

St,l™an: (Crossing to her She 
out a bn m t*1? bo°P and carefully points 
“ThJ)JS(?ge.ln the book. He reads aloud.) 
from pi? i *? ^ismali And our affairs 
are spno ? anc^ come too late: The ears 
.. . /T? e^ that should give us hearing 
the lmP(: e Gentleman continues to repeat 

tnumb?esaStnhl- “rehffrSres” his speeck He 
aadiblpn a blmseV- die is not precisely 
the eyymr ges*ures> looks about, mirroring 
elocutinJ°ns °ftbe sPeech in an extreme 

nonary style.) 

y ^A* that’s right, that’s the place. 

Victorirf ^ere will be someone at 
and von, m?!011 to g0 with you to Dover, 
j Y UWl11 be met at Calais. 

for piraf?AlSave a niee voyage. Watch out 
his bnnh S' vr returns to his chair, picks up 

0ok and begins to read.) ('pi 

rosse^tnl}}61?1071 ex^s w*th the book. Anna 
1- . 10 the ladder hv ths> „„„A 
y-'^aupo 
*e b°oks againj 

which Poking in the Harrods 
Anna j u u on table. She looks i 
I’m afrairm-u ta?en the missing voli 
Plete hm- t u this set will never be < 

itanyway. (She, 
gunth the incomplete set of boo 

Hand puts her red satchel under her arm. She 
goes to the door and turns back to face Johnny 
and Anna.) Well... There’s nothing like a 
job well done. 

(The sound of the front door opening and 
closing is heard.) ' 

(Vanessa turns, goes and closes the door 
behind her.) 

(Johnny rises and crosses to stereo set down 
stage left. He selects a record from the records 
beneath. He selects Handels Music for the 
Royal Fireworks.) 

JOHNNY: Now, this is more like it. 
Handel. Good old Georg. Always trying to 
please his King and patron. 

(The record is put on the turntable, and the 
equipment is turned on. The record begins.) 

(Johnny listens a moment and returns to his 
wingchair by the fireplace. He picks up a book 
and idly thumbs through it. He can ’tseem to 
get into the book.) 

(The sound of sweeping is heard again, and 
the sound of the front door echoes as Vanessa 
departs. There is now heard the loud closing 
of the rear doors on the Harrods van in the 
street below, then the doors of the cab of the 
van being opened and closed. The motor 
starts, and the truck is heard to drive away. 
There is a brief period when only the music 
is heard.) 

[There are two possible endings.] 

JOHNNY: (Looking up at Anna who is 
browsing among the books while standing on 
the ladder.) Hand me down another book. 
(Pause.) Another play. (Pause.) Hand me 
down Pinter. 

BLACKOUT 

(Alternate ending.) 

JOHNNY: (Looks up at Anna who is brows¬ 
ing among the books from her perch upon the 
ladder.) Hand me down another book. 
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(Pause.) Another play. (Pause.) Hand me 
down good old what’s-his-name. 

(Anna chooses a book and steps down the 
ladder and crosses to Johnny. She hands him 
the book and returns to her perch. He holds 
the book before him and looks at the front and 
spine. He then settles himself back and opens 
the book to read. The pages of the open book 
then burst into flames. He continues to read 
as if nothing out of the ordinary is happening. 
The music swells a bit, and the lights on the 
stage begin to fade. As the lights decline, 
Johnny seems to bask in an increasingly 
intense incandescence. The final image is 
Johnny in a blinding pool of light, reading 
from the flaming book.) 

BLACKOUT 
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Poetry 



KATHERINE ALLAN 

ALPHA TURNS OMEGA 

She broke two glasses at my house 
the very first time 
she ever stayed. 

Slipped through outstretched hands, 
though once warm 
like time’s sands 

melding together. 
As I reached out to kiss her, 
sharp cold 

shards 
were raining gently. 
As silica shells 

filled my hands, 
I reached out to love her. 
Bonding together 

— nothing 
but glass. 

And she broke too. 
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F.M. O’ROARK 

HE WAS GOING TO BE THERE A LONG TIME MAYBE A YEAR 

pretty soon. 

4_ words leaning against each other: 
they cried like babies 

But I neStran2e music filling the envelopes. 

^Hte back after awhile. 
Sometimes I get so empty of words 
sometimes I get so empty. 

I don’t love you & 
I cannot be 
your hero 
anymore.”? 

Can’t you see? 

fcs;-* 
how is ia: 

ld^y^tRalphiniail& 
Aiitntlovehim 
rZ ^ Otters came with 
crazY writing 
everything raw & missDf 
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F.M. O’ROARK 

FIRE ANTS, TOO 

I can’t write here I’m so dry 
like this broken earth which is our backyard 
so unlike the backyards we had before. 
The wet of the South those backyards that sang with green 

& crickets 
a creek and everything even the air had water: 
I get thirsty just thinking. 
If there ever were crickets here they’re dead now & 
their parched bodies are fertilizing the dust 
out back 
where even if we wanted to we couldn’t run 
there are burrs all over the place fire ants, too 
this backyard hates us. 
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BARNSLEY BROWN 

DUST OR MOUNTAINS 

Vibrant, alive, pulsing, throbbing, beating, 
I am becoming. 

“What?”, you ask. 
“Myself”, you fool. 

Can’t you see me? 
I’m here, I’m real. 

What? You still don’t see me? 
Yes, I understand that you see my body but 

Look closer! 
No! Not at me! Within me! 

Oh God! You’re still perceiving, 
always using your own judgements. 

I can be dust or mountains to you 
but not myself, never myself; 

I am a slave to your image of me. 



BARNSLEY BROWN 

BUBBLE PSYCHOLOGY 

Bubbles, 
filmy spheres of soap floating among cottonball 
clouds, 

Rising and falling, blown by the wind, 
but always drifting, always changing, 

Each alone, even in masses. 

Bubbles, 
moving ceaselessly, 

Devoid of meaning 
or permanence. 

Just existing 
until mitigated; 

Pricked by a raindrop. 

The drops of soapy film permeate the earth 
as the Master Bubble Blower in the sky, 

with lips outstretched and bubble wand poised, 
prepares to create yet another bubble 

to take its course in the wind. 
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KATHERINE ALLAN 

APRIL 22 

Two months in advance 
Spotless Greens declared, 
“Your baby has lovely dark hair.” 
Realized the importance, 
dialed zero. 

At the sound of the tone 
a nervous law student rushed, 
brought his books, 
he had exams. 

Waiting, interminable waiting, 
another chair, he was told, 
waited eighteen hours. 
“No way!” Got up, 
called Georgetown - “Let’s drink.” 

Like a Greek, Daddy returned 
sheepishly smiled, quite relieved, perhaps guilty. 

Scarcely believing 
now no more games to be played - except by the child. 
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You lied to me probably 
to keep from hurting my 
feelings. I 
returned the favor, 
then cried. 

I tried to live in a poem, 
sometimes pushing the rubbery walls 
for room, 
sometimes bearing their full force. 
Then pop, 
I broke free 
and found myself 
without a parachute. 
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NOEL HUNTER 

admonition 
TO THOSE I LOVE 

? Put a person once 
ln a poem 
and he couldn’t get out. 
It was a stupid thing to 
do but I couldn’t do 
anything else. 

Does this poem get 
better as I go along or 
am I just 
getting used to 
it? 



MARIA MERRITT 

PERIPHERY 

We are sunstruck - restless and lazy at once. My friend Donna wants to catch her horse, 
so that she can ride along with me as I run - it’ll be the dirt road today, three miles down 
to the crossroads and back, and it might help me hold the pace to hear hoofbeats at my 
heels. And so I stalk behind her with the bridle over my shoulder, the bearer of intentions; 
if she approaches empty-handed, she looks more like a girl out for a stroll, and less like a 
strong-willed burden with sharp heels bared. I look like exactly what I am: a girl carrying 
a head-harness. But he can’t see me, and that makes all the difference. 

Through the long grass, leading with my knees, I follow in Donna’s wake to the appointed 
place, a small crest bordering the woods. Donna will go into the stand of trees where the 
horse is'hiding, and if he breaks for the open, I’m supposed to wave my arms and run him 
back. Once before when we did this, he stormed all the way across to the other woods, where 
he picked his way to the very deepest spot and stood there, throwing his head back and 
shifting his weight around over the pine twigs. He finally let us corner him between the 
gully and the barbed-wire fence. 

Today, to my disappointment, Donna coaxes him to stillness with soft words and sounds, 
her knowledgeable gaze fixed all the while on his withers and flanks. A skilled deer hunter 
from late childhood on, she has a marksman’s instinct for gauging the most likely angles 
and directions and speeds of moving bodies. For example, we have, in our several years 
of playing basketball together, worked out a formidable fast break. From the corner of 
my eye, I’ll see a defensive rebound going her way, and most times I can nearly make 
halfcourt by the time her hands touch the ball. She maneuvers a few yards downcourt, 
building momentum, then, on the run, with almost balletic grace, launches the ball into a 
long, shallow, planetary arc over the heads of the defenders. If I tilt my head around I can 
see it coming, its course simple and flawless, falling into my hands at the foul line - two 
steps and the shot goes up. For her it’s second nature to arrange the play; all I have to do 
is get to the right place in time. 

Framed in the sparse network of young poplars, Donna stands, her far hand in the 
horse’s mane. With a single concise circling of the near one, she motions for the bridle. 1 
go just near enough to toss it, then pivot on my toes and strike for the road at a dead sprint, 
lungs filled and face set high. The air parts itself from itself, and my limbs scissor cleanly 
into the narrow band of empty space, a long cool skin made in the image of my motion- 

I count a hundred strides before the ground at my left shoulder starts to sound. Donna s 
good at riding bareback; she used to pretend she was an Indian and spend whole after" 
noons working on quick getaways. But they have to stop to open the gate, and I’m over the 
fence and halfway to the corner before they can catch me up. We settle into a quick trot- 

The horse, Greybeau, is a fair-sized gelding of uncertain background. Watching hit*1 
run and comer, I would say there’s a good bit of quarterhorse in him, with possibly a touch 
of Arabian in the face, or in the way he carries his head. He has a fine blackish sheen, 
dusted in grey, and his stride is one of power restrained with some difficulty. Even hiS 
smoothest trot is faintly uncivilized, always on the verge of going all springy and side' 
armed, and before you know it he skitters into a flat out gallop that sweeps your very 
breath away. 

He won’t bolt today, at least not yet. So far his trot stays even, a good pace to set tni 
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d ky, and by the time we turn onto the dirt road I have worked into a rhythm, four steps 
10 the breath. 

cj }0Ve to breathe. You don’t know what a pleasure it is to breathe, until you have to con- 
I ntrate on every exchange of old air for new. And the air of each season has its texture. 
anH^i?°Se my eyes right now and tell from the feel of my throat that it’s planting time 
mo fK men ^ave been out ah day stirring up dust. I can tell from the dryish taste in my 
p uth that this is the first time since October we’ve had hot weather all day. But I believe 

rather keep my eyes open. 

0nNo excess of altitude or distance disturbs one’s vision here, where curve of road follows 
0ut?Urve°f field - fields were here first, the roads came after - past occasional houses and 
in > 1‘dings, until both reach an enclosing horizon of treeline. The sky doesn’t much matter 
^ it only lines the dimensions, gives the light some boundaries to play on. I have 
diff d at Place nearly every day as far back as I can remember, and every day it looks 
Un ?rent’ knt I can’t quite say how. Maybe the eye does trace patterns, but leaves them 
side of tif an? unnamed, drawing the forces of weather and tillage to work on the under- 

to ^ ^ard into the next rise, still holding the pace, up, over and down. If I had some breath 
Pare it would catch dead center in my chest. 

a a new-planted field curves down toward the woods, a tiny stick-figure, wearing 
Wav’ Stan.ds wavering at the edge of the bare earth. It stops, raises an arm, and resumes 
ent,ermg *n a westeriy direction. Today such a brief gesture has in it enough friendly 
I .1(^ment to send us over the ditch and across the field, to see what might happen next. 
im ck ,UP the pace as Greybeau opens into a slow canter down the truckpath, blowing hot 
a *Tent borse-noises into the region of air behind my shoulder-blades. He’s considering 
aw °P> but Donna sits him heavy, knowing that if she gives him his head, he will veer 

y and trample the planted ground. 

na^yan is a brother of Donna’s, of all her family perhaps the best-travelled. He is not by 
0i a farmer, I have often thought: too vibrant. But as the son of a farmer and the brother 
to o *ariner and the nephew of a farmer; he is content with waiting for something better 
re ,0a?e al°ng, so he farms. For all anybody knows he may farm most contentedly for the 
and ? !^s with two weeks every summer to spend at Nags Head. Not a bad way to live, 

he s good enough at it. 

anh vjf11 wll° w^i bet good money on his golf game, even at twilight, Ryan is the most 
hie of fellows at the bar and at the table, ready to set everybody rolling with a well- 

With f Word or two. But I have watched him sometimes. He will stroke the side of his face 
ther > ° fin&ers> when he is very pensive, casting inward over great private distances. If 
ha e s a good storm piling up, he will wait, lying keen-eyed and intensely still in the rope 

‘amock he has strung between two pine trees, to watch the sky and feel the dense little 
^nts Ofcnld air 

bris?r years I wished Ryan would look at me and wink his most special wink. He has a 
°ne 11 -?hPersonal wink when he is being charitable or letting someone in on a joke, but the 
Hot *s languorous and warm, preceded by a slow forward inclination of the head. It’s 

JUst anybody he has an inclination for. 
Wh 

nen we reach the shade, Ryan stands about fifty yards down, hands on hips, thoughtfully 
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regarding his careful feet as they smooth over the ends of the rows. We approach at an 
amble and pull up nearby to watch respectfully, until he looks up and stops wavering. 

“What’s that you got on?” Donna inquires. That’s as polite and friendly a thing to say a5 
any. 

Ryan’s clean expanse of shoulder fills a greenish-grey shirt, with a white patch on the 
side opposite his heart. “RYAN,” the patch pronounces brightly, its letters running red 
across the white field. He resembles a misplaced mechanic. 

“Oh, yes, we have new uniforms on the farm!” 

“Naw!” We all laugh at that. Donna’s brothers usually work in tom T-shirts, some with 
aged letters fading across the back: “Red Man,” “Oregon Inlet,” “Atlantis Surf Shop.” 

He takes off the hat, an old light blue baseball cap advertising Bravo - which is either 
herbicide or fertilizer, I forget - and replaces it more securely. “Yeah, I got tired of doin£ 
the laundry. I have eleven, five for each week and one extra, and the uniform service trades 
’em, clean for dirty, every Thursday.” 

People in this end of the county speak with a leisurely, subdued cadence; the words 
come out as understatements of tone. I could almost listen to Ryan solely for the sounds 
he makes, never mind the sense. 

“Pretty sharp, Southpaw. Surprised you didn’t think of that before.” 

“Greybeau’s gettin’ fat, aren’t you, baby.” Donna tries to embrace the broad solid belly 
with one arm. “Look at that, Ryan. He looks like he’s pregnant.” 

“It’s because you don’t ride him enough.” Poor Donna, evermore corrected, instructed* 
and informed by her wise older brothers. “You ought to ride him more often. That’s why 
you can’t ever catch him.” He presses his forehead against Greybeau’s cheekbone. “Id’n 
that right, boy. Huh.” 

We rest in the shade. Out of habit, I turn to study Ryan’s profile. He stands very still,3 
line of sweat inching down into the comer of a half-smile. His arms hang evenly, set solid 
into his shoulders under the damp shirt, bared tan from mid-bicep down. The muscle 
tense smoothly, in a nice balance between rest and exertion, before he reaches one hand 
up to Greybeau’s neck. Now that I think of it, Ryan has always had kind of a horse’s face- 
Not a horse-face, a horse’s face, full of character, obtuse and fine-grained at once, the eye5 
set deep and far apart under a high plane of forehead. He looks like he’s one step ahead 
of us all, vaguely amused at things no one else has noticed yet. 

“You have to do all these rows with your feet? Why don’t they have machines for that? 
Or would it put you out of a job?” I wonder idly. 

He appears not to have heard; a twinge of annoyance crosses his face as he notices a small 
tom place in Greybeau’s hoof. 

“What about that hoof, Donna?” 

“I was going to have somebody look at it sometime.” 

Another personable silence follows. We watch a car dragging up some dust, veiled and 

far away on the dirt road. Greybeau’s nose runs down Ryan’s side, nuzzles his hips, thighs, 
knees, comes to rest on his shoulder. 
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From where I am standing I see only a greenish-grey torso atop a pair of legs that stand 
rossed, like those of a boy leaning on a fence. The rest is obscured by Greybeau’s neck. 
m°ve around out of the shade, to watch Ryan talk with him. 

Don’t you ever wonder what horses think? Whatcha thinkin’ behind those eyes? Tell us, 
^reybeau,” he murmurs up to the horse’s ear. He could be serious, or just playing with me, 
0r maybe both. 

He probably wonders who that creep is standing beside him.” Damn it. Why does he 
make me say things like that? “No, really I bet he thinks about that nice green grass there 
n me other side of the field. You reckon?” 

Hmmmmmmm,” Ryan decides, comfortably ambivalent. He has broken in his favorite 
ttitude over the years; it fits him as well as the old Bravo cap, a set of impressions hol- 
Wed out by his contours. 

^ is good manners to leave when the conversation dies for the third time. 

• ^ell see ya,” Donna says, as we turn out for the road. I start right into a fast pace, hop- 
& to recover the lost momentum, but something is off. 

‘Righto!” shouts Ryan to our backs, pretending now to be a British sporting type. He 

With k °W Up f°r the first day °f deer season in tweeds instead of camouflage, and get away 

jrLater, when we have made the crossroads and turned back, I glance oyer from the road. 
e ls still wavering, as slowly and deliberately as if he had never been interrupted. 

test quarter mile is where I want to bring it in hard today, as close to all-out as I can 
Now try to forget about my body and imagine myself as a dense concentration of will 

uspended over the road. There is a respiratory clamor of heart and lungs, not so much a 
s Und as a cumbersome physical presence. Hoofbeats resonate off in the background 
xt mewhere. He bolts now; Donna lets him take the bit and run with it, and I don’t even care. 
st J'kjag matters but the patch of road that marks the finish. I cui 
m.aks of shade, eyes held on the green-bordered splotch of tan. Then there rises in my 
Jnd hellish sensation that the splotch will be forever a hundred yards away, receding 
Cq Pace precisely aligned with mine, and I will spend the whole of my life in the same 

rndor of strained and airless light. 

I cut north across the long 

Abruptly, with no sense of change in time or distance, I’m in and bent head to knees. My 

andKh °Pens over a red thirst 1 walk blindly though Donna’s front yard to the water hose 
bury my face in the clear simple coolness. 

toK°nna must have ridden Greybeau in and turned him out. He will be glad to get back 
s ais pasture, where he can lurk by the gully and wait for us to catch him on another day. 

ae said something about chores - was it the farrowing house? Or maybe she was going 
t^to the low ground to dig worms for fishing tomorrow. Well, yes, there’s somebody down 

e r°ad she visits these days. 

Stretched on my back in the rope hammock, I feel disembodied, weightless and very alert, 
a y System still humming along in double-time under the pines. Oftentimes the best part of 

!s just after, when the memory of incessant motion is near enough to rim the stillness. 
Ifl Were to look out to the road, I would see Ryan driving his old farm truck blotched with 
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red and orange and grey. I can tell it’s him with my eyes closed; that truck sets up a racket 
about like you’d imagine. 

He’s going to practice nine-iron shots in the front pasture. In my mind’s eye I see him slide 
his shoulders around into the backswing, steady and smooth because he is all alone in the 
open, with no shifted bearings to keep track of, only the point of impact waiting motionless- 
The club’s shaft flexes minutely for an instant at the top of his swing, then sweeps dowfl 
to describe the arc of impending force, ground lying tangent. Where the arc crosses his line 
of vision is the vital intersection, the transduction not seen but felt, a delicate inflection oi 
hands that lofts the ball high and sweet. Already, before he looks up he knows it was good- 

He lifts his head in time to see the ball climb, feels it reach an apogee and begin the 
acceleration of descent. 

Several dozen balls lie in the grass. Again he slides his shoulders around, swings, inflects 
watches. When it gets dark enough that his eyes can no longer follow the trajectories, he 1* 
come in to stretch out and think about his close game. 

Nightfall is subtle this time of year. Once the sun slips over behind those trees, you can jj 
tell exactly when it goes down. Maybe some crickets or tree frogs will start up, their sound 
coming from some directionless origin, more an immersion than a propagation. The best 
thing to do is sit still and be quiet. I remember one evening last summer when we stayed 
out here for hours, not saying a word, watching the dark come out. Looked like it rolled np 
gray from every side, slow as slow can be, crept up to the edges of things until edges ran 
together and left only sky. 
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MICHAEL KILBY 

THEY SAY 

They Say 
The old man 

Watched his shadow 
As he backed down the mountainside. 

That his dying son 
Was a bundle 
Tied to a chair on his back. 

That this boy 
Slept a spirited sleep, 
White room filled with light, 
Smell of uncorked souls, 
Distant wings in his bones, 
Breath the sound of stone on stone, 
Rough hemp, brown earth, ground com. 

That his guardians, 
The spice, the stone, a rosary, 
Were not enough - 
For when the cold knife 
Was cupped into his chest 
To cut the sickness away, 
Fountain of red feathers 
Sprang twisting to lay the bars open 
Arid set the bright bird free. 

That when the old man rose up, 
He bore home another place at the table. 



JONATHAN KIRKENDALL 

ON THE MASSACRE OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES, 

DECEMBER 1982 

“A voice was heard in Ramah 
weeping in great mourning, 
Rachel weeping for her children. 

And she refused to be comforted 
because they were no more.” 

There is in me (far from Ramah) 
a dark cavern where 

Black tears drip 
long from the ceiling 
high from the floor 

And soon salt pillars grow 
stalagmites up 
stalactites down. 

In the humid ripples I sit 
imprisoned by salt pillars, 
but once I went out 

And heard Rachel weeping for her children. 

Oh! but the blood runs deep in Sabra and Shatila! 
(and stains someone’s hand). 

She wails in the night 
screaming, crying. Justice! 

And I carried her sound into my cave 
the dark became darker 
the tears, saltier 

Until in my hand I held 
sadness 
(How long, oh Lord, how long?) 

And whisperings of dead children 
(and the grandmother) 

Now shine like a diamond. 
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KATHERINE ALLAN 

POST HASTE LONELINESS 

Dijon to 08854 
Par avion (post haste please) 
It’s been so long... 

“Dearest,” 
It’s been so long since... 
Raritan and Rhone meld. 
Eons since primeval days. 

Perhaps it’s just a bigger deal for Catholics. 

“Bought a bottle of vintage” yesterday 
drunkedly crying half way through 
for wasted days 
as sea mist blew like Boardwalk breezes. 

Washed out innocence and wine stained sheets 
“Remember 
breakfast in bed mornings - ” 
and you. 

And loneliness 
alone. 
It’s been so long since... “kisses and love,” 
Please 
post haste. 
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MARIA WESTON MERRITT 

AURA ARBOREALIS 

August shows forth the name tonight. 

Between one equinox and the next 
There spreads a fullness, finely wrought. 

Three abroad in the dark, 
We tread light, and thread our way, 
Reckoning by ground’s configuration. 

Vision apprehends edge first, then closes over substance. 
What takes shape is venous, 
And, turning dense, invites, 
by limber undercourse, 
Our limbs to extend, in counterbalance. 

And so do we ascend into the depths, 
Exalted by the binding grace of sinew. 

As we come to rest 
Astride the solid upward-spreading mass, 
We brush with tactile apparitions. 

From here we see what was not seen. 
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DONNA BOWMAN 

POEM FOR GREG 

They told the artist that the world was made of 
blue skies, chocolate, and cat’s-eye marbles. 

He must pretend that it is so. 
Outside the window on his weed-choked garden, 

the flowers are ash-gray. 
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E. GRAVELY REID 

THE NEED AND THE NEEDED 

All he ever wanted to do was write 
It was so easy, so simple before 
He wrote when he wanted to - when he felt the need to 
It satisfied him, it soothed his mind, his soul, 
his whole being 
It was his happiness and he knew that it was all he 
would ever need 

When the years no longer creep, and a person reaches that age, 
the sacred standards of society suddenly demand attention 
“What do you feel, young man?” 
“I feel words,” he says 
“Have you no ambition, you must be professional,” she says 
“All I need is to write. It is all I have ever needed” 
“You need more,” she says 
He no longer hears her. Her words, unlike his make no sense 
Confusion and frustration compete for space within his mind 
I would be content with just a pen and paper, he thinks, nothing more 
I wouldn’t mind the money, or not getting published 
I am not an accountant, a banker, or a chemist, I simply write 
I write what people feel when overcome with emotion 
I write what men speak about in low tones in a darkened room 
I write what people think but do not express in words 
I write that which is real, yet, they say it is not enough 

The sarcastic scream of the taskmaster finds him writing in his mind 
He is not making enough money just to get by 
He is not working constantly, mindlessly slaving 
He is not exhausted, always 
He is far off, in his humble niche, writing that which he needs to write 
The faint smile on his lips is like that of a man who has seen death, 
and who knows that his worries are over. 
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WAITING FOR THE LIGHTNING 

Alone in the darkest part of the house, 
I pull back the curtain, glance into 
The decaying cotton candy sky. 
Winds urge the leaves to show 
Their other selves in the lightning 
That tries to hold back the coming dim. 
I lay on my bed and feel the dark clouds 
Swim by my mind, the black mass slips 
Between the cracks in my fingers. 
Beads of cloudsweat try to penetrate 
The pane between the storm and me. 
Lightning intrudes into my thoughts 
Exposing the mangled branches of an ill 
Sycamore and the wave of a distant ridge. 
I breathe deep the newborn air of the storm 
But realize I’m only smelling the clean sheets 
And looking through a rained-stained 
Piece of glass. 



Fiction 



KRAIG CULBERTSON 

sacrifice 

(The following story has also been accepted for publication in The Floridian, 1984.) 

Joe was on the beach a month before I found out about it. It was strange that when I 
ent to visit him there were only two weeks left in the summer. The weather had begun 

® darken on certain afternoons and on this afternoon, following a few hours’ drifting with 
y father on the sloop, I decided to find him. 

i • ^ Parked at a condominium and walked along the beach -1 was determined to approach 
off u°Use ~ their house, he was staying with his girlfriend - from the sea. There was an 
Ashore breeze that made the clouds race. Warm, dappled light alternated with breezy 
f d cool glooms across the dunes. I was enjoying the spray and the rain washed sand and 

wt(“r a while I found 1442. It was a small, just slightly decrepit white stone house whose 
alls had burned to a rose color. A crest of dunes had blown up against the far side of the 

br°nh 1 stood on this and gazed into a window, looking into a square, white room, very 
S].J?ht and glowing. At first there was no one to be seen, then, after a moment or two, a 

*ding door leading from the side of the house opened and Joe came in, leaving the door 
an^ ^ Was the same» seein& him again. I hopped over the dunes and walked around 

d went in the side door without knocking. 

"f'he floor was smooth wood, slightly cool under my feet. It stretched across the entire 
j^yet-style house, bounded by four walls and divided by only one other. I wondered whether 
, e s girlfriend were behind the partition somewhere. He had thrown himself down on a 
far§e> red sofa which folded out into a bed. He was leaned over placing his watch on the 

r side of the bed and his dark back was turned. 

When I spoke he didn’t turn right away; before he did he said: “I expected this. Sooner 
a*-er I knew you’d show up.” 

s>en he turned his face was nearly as dark as his back, but dazzled by his smile. The 
up again behind me and stroked the pale flesh of my neck and legs with hot 

Wa?i ' ^en a breath of ocean air came into the room. I leaned my shoulder against the 
^’Wishing that in that warm breath there would be a whisper, an assurance, like a 

other whispering a child’s name, that could remove the years of accumulated differences 
°m between us. 

How are you doing, ‘mon semblable’?” I quipped. It was an old prep school joke. 

l0?e looked at me briefly, then stretched his legs into a sitting position on the couch and 
ked out the door. “Better than you are,” was all he said. 

sting of that remark was erased by the balm of assurance that the years had not 
r°Wn up that impasse: he still knew me better than I did. 

faf?0 what do you think? Not very large, but if it’s home, it’s home. Still living with your 
aUleh evidently?” 

Tw° years to go, and I’ll be ready to intern ” 

^ in like Flynn, right?” 

'Hight, I guess.” 
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“In like Errol fucking Flynn.” He gazed at me steadily and used his smile like a weapon- 
But I knew it too well, had seen it work on teachers, professors, track coaches, and camp 
counsellors. 

“Where’s the wife?” 

“Jessica, my girlfriend, is out picking up seashells. She took the Cadillac down to the jetty- I 

“You still have the Cadillac?” 

“Muffler’s rusted away and it’s loud as hell, but, yes.” 

This, of course, was the Fleetwood his father had given him his junior year at Wester1 J 
Reserve. During high school we smoked bongs in it; in college we took our women in its 
back seat; every summer we drove it to pole vaulting camp in Rhode Island. 

“You can’t sell an institution. You know that, don’t you?” 

I turned my eyes out the open door. An offshore wind was up again and seagulls fl^Jj 
into it and wheeled and fell away downwind. Their beaks worked furiously but the wind 
blew their cries away. 

“Don’t you?” Joe repeated. 

I didn’t answer. He picked up a pack of cigarettes from the top of his stereo near the couch- j 
The cigarette was white against his fingers and his hand as he lit it. 

“How’d the modeling work out?” I asked. 

“Well enough. It bought this.” His gesture encompassed the room and the beach. 

“I saw your ad in the New Yorker.” 

“Hmm.” 

I asked him for a cigarette and lit it. 

“And you?” he asked. “How’d it go for you?” 

“I gave it up after a year. No time. Especially when grad school...” 

“Had to sacrifice, eh?” 

“Yup.” 

“Join the bandwagon, leave the sun for the highrise.” 

“It was time,” I said a little too quickly. 

“It’s never time.” Joe smiled again, and it was genuine. His teeth were tinged blue by 
the sky reflected by the walls. “If it were anyone else, it’d be all right. Understandable. 
if you’re not in for it, you’re not in for it.” 

“What the hell, isn’t there anything to be said for intellectual pursuit?” 

“I don’t believe in intelligence. I don’t believe in diligence and hard work. They’re ok^ 
for people with no talent, but I believe in talent. Talent and beauty.” 

“I know. What time is it?” I synchronized my watch with his. 
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We ve been through this before.” 

We ve been through it before, but you’re going to have to forgive me for making the 
Sacrifice.” 

The compromise.” 

‘‘Yeah.” 

doliT^ked to the room beyond the partition and smelled the land breeze through the win- 
coi l/8 shifted. Beyond the palm trees and the thin but high privet hedges I 
Un U See bluish mountains of northern California. It was the only place for him to wind 
0£ ‘ was right, it was the only place for me to wind up. But I had responsibilities. Most 

my family had moved here three years before. 

t^totoembered Joe when he and I played doubles in interstate tennis. We had made it to 
p lnals. Two sets each, tie-breaker on the fifth, match point. Some certain times, when 
Un ^Ure annuls everything else, when it really matters most, some people collapse, 
and 610 continuei most hang on, grimly accepting and fighting it; others use it as a lever 
Usu bey°nd their ordinary ability. Then, others, like Joe, laugh at it, a novel new idea, 
ex a y something to be contemptuous of. Joe facing those threatening lectures from 
exniuf-nt coacbesi J°e mthe high school debates; Joe when they tried to, and finally did, 
an from college. A novel idea, funny to think something like this could possibly have 
dn effect on his life. 

tharK S sure his girlfriend would be the most beautiful girl I’d ever seen. And I was sure 
dow ae cou^ at this very moment hop out of bed and write a best-selling novel, or go 

n to the beach and run a sub-ten hundred in the sand in bare feet, his hair flowing like 
[sand golden streamers. And I was sure he could still pole vault nearly eighteen feet, 

~iat the rankings I had read in Track and Field News weeks before were wrong. Joe’s 
out ~ Was missed in the vault and the hurdles. At one time either of us could have walked 

a thom 

andth; 

pro^teiessly and done it. We had both quietly and carefully known this. It was the 
em I had hoped to succeed in getting over. 

y0^.hea the coach had told me about Joe’s getting the boot, he’d said: “I know how close 
a Se Wo are- In friendship and in ability. I hope there’s a better fate in store for you.” For 
ha aSr°n there was. I competed in the same unrelentingly free manner Joe and I would 
anc} * t still laughed at the idea of Joe’s and my smoking in the locker rooms before meets 

°n^ ^g^y hoped I wouldn’t be caught, too. Senior year, with myself as captain, 
toovfvl^ co-captain as everyone had expected, the team performed poorly. Joe and I 

a °fr campus and made plans to move to the Canary Islands following graduation. His 
er ceased the usual support but he lived on a money-market savings. 

in^yfather’ meanwhile, offered me a new car upon graduation. Accepting it was the first 
Sge -^r*es of mistakes that landed me in law school, and not the Islands. It was hard to 
^ilil aaPPening: blinders were thrown up at crucial moments, and a wavering moment’s 

re to laugh at the prospect of “no future.” 

r^0 ^as easy to see those mountains from the window. Even at that distance. For a 
ent ^ made me feel strong and free again. 

^ to going for a swim. Up for it?” Joe called in from the other room. 

^Iked back into the main room and Joe was pulling on his white shorts. 
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“What’s next for you, Joe?” I said. 

He smiled. “I don’t know, really. We’re almost broke now. May be time for the Islands- 

I didn’t bother asking him how he’d get there. If he wanted to, he would. 

We walked out over the dunes and down to the beach. I told him I had to be going and 
we shook hands. He stood in the sand with his back to the green-blue sea and glowed the 
way people glow when they have lived on the sea for a time. It was late afternoon and the 
light was foamy and soft in the mist and against the sand. The waves crashed in with 
elemental evenness. Joe stood for a moment shaking his hair like a mane, as if preparing 
to roar, proclaiming the beach, the sea, his own. But just before I left he turned and 
looked at me in a strange way. It later occurred to me that the look was pitying. 

“See you soon,” I said, then added automatically, “are you sure you’re okay, Joe?” 

But he was already galloping towards the surf. I watched the water splash up in a 
maelstrom around him, then I turned and looked at the mountains again. The trees in the 
foothills looked red this time of day. When I turned back around, Joe was one with the sea- 
I looked at my watch and it was time to drop my car at the garage before it closed, and I ten* 

Later that week I arrived back at school and my office on the top floor of the library- ^ 
sat at my desk in this cubicle and looked out the small window at the green commons belo^ 
For the first time it occurred to me that I was alone. 

I next heard from Joe later during Fall term. He and Jessica had been clocked goinlj 
one-hundred miles an hour on Pacific Boulevard without a muffler. Joe hadn’t reclaim^ 
his license after the last suspension and he was arrested. In an attempt to post bond, Jessie • 
had sold the Cadillac to a used car dealership and with that four hundred dollars as th® | 
only collateral found herself unable to secure a bondsman anyway. Joe spent three nigh^ j 
in jail and was released on probation. He bought a motorcycle with the four hundred dolla*5 
and something else that was found in his pocket when he was arrested for speedinga f 
second time. Naturally, he couldn’t afford an attorney for the cocaine charge. It was th^ 
that he phoned me. My uncle assigned a partner to his case on my father’s promise to pa> 
costs. It seems the officer making the arrest had conducted a custodial investigation | 
without first reading Joe his right to remain silent. Joe was fined five thousand dollar 
and released on probation. 

The prospect of being in debt nearly ten thousand dollars to a man with the resolve d 
my father was daunting enough, then the Court recommended that Joe be requiredt0 
work under my father’s supervision for at least one year. But something else had shaken 
Joe deeply. He had been caged for two weeks on the last arrest. His freedom taken avw 
and nothing to look at but cement walls. No tide coming in, no sand, no trees, no mountain5’ 
He couldn’t laugh about the memory of it. 

He could laugh about driving fast and wild - he always had his licenses under suspen' 
sion, but even a year later, just before he died, Joe could not laugh about those two weeks- 
They had done something to his eyes and the way he had used to smile about everything 

He worked as a carrier for my father’s advertising firm. Jessica had disappeared so&e 
time during the trial, waif-like, but Joe never really mentioned her - as if this were expect 
and part of some elemental design I couldn’t comprehend. All the secretaries fell in W 
with him, even though his golden hair had begun to turn dark and his eyes weren’t tn 
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file. By the end of six months he almost had the debt repaid, but my father and uncle, 
l a Magnanimous gesture, filed a proposal that would revoke Joe’s probation provided 
at T>ro,mised to re-enter college at the Air Force Academy. The Court agreed after looking 

J °e s grades and SAT scores, which, naturally, were in the upper tenth percentile in the 
*tion. The Air Force Academy. It hurt to look at Joe whenever someone mentioned 

the Military. 

th^6 Pad the house on the beach, bought with his modeling fees. Nine miles north of 
sm rf °n ^acdac Boulevard lies the entrance to Ponce Inlet which washes into a basin of 

^ mountains. The rocks and faces of this small range are wind worn and eroded by salt 
Wa ^ are exposed to the sea. But from the Inlet, you can see none of the bleak, sea 
th S^ed fluffs and promontories facing the offshore wind. I really don’t believe, although 
bev^°^Ge disagreed, that Joe foresaw the jagged and ugly rocks and the long drops just 
***d the green and yellow spruces that line the walkways through the woods. Flowers 
ara" shades and types form the underfoliage between the trees along these paths which 

e Just wide enough for a motorcycle to pass through. 

I tv ^ey ^ound the motorcycle on a crag halfway down; his body was recovered from the sea. 
Joe throwing himself clear of the bike with a final, lucid, perfectly balanced 

tyit?eUVer, and then, in my heart I knew, as the wind rushed with him on his way to his unity 

lag h ture’ the sun touching gold into the sea to receive him, he threw his head back and 
d, his sacrificial song. 

Went alone to close up his house. An old woman was crab digging on the beach near the 
irc>nt. - - • ’ ' 
th ^ ^he watched through the sliding door as I boxed the few possessions and fastened 
to h °Cks on the windows. I had decided to locate Jessica and to have the deed transferred 

hel r' W.hen 1 had finished in the house, I went down and talked with the woman and 
askPed with shelling the crabs. When we had finished all but one she got up to leave. She 
So ed me when the beautiful girl was coming back, and after a moment’s hesitation I said 

m She left the final, large crab with me and told me it’s better to eat crabmeat raw, before 
^ its basic properties in preparation for cooking and eating. I ate it there in the darkness. 

Nc aa*S yesterday that I was testing the weight of the trophy I won for placing fifth in the 
str meet my junior year. I held it in my hand and remembered what a jump it was, what 
gre and speed were necessary to make it. I looked out my small window and saw the 
form* Ammons below, rolling smoothly like a carpet. Then I saw a face with white, perfectly- 

teeth smiling wildly at me shaking my hand. “You got me this time, pal. Just 
q. h next year...” I got up, walked a step towards the door, then spun around, launched 

r°p^y dead-center through the window. It landed on the sidewalk beside the commons. 
myea> one by one, my books followed it down, then my glasses, my shoes and socks, then 

*ran mto a law professor on the way out the front doors. 

this on the sidewalk - ” He was holding a crushed copy of the text to his course. 
fnil ttle first time I noticed the color of the book was dark blue, like the color of the sea 

miles out. 

the^°U have it” 1 said- The was cog1 under my feet outside- The stones lining 
Peking lot jabbed my soft undersoles, and I whispered, “Y)u can have it.” 
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A BUFFALO CHRISTMAS 

Christmas. Noel, Noel, the angels did sing, let’s get a 12-pack and drink to the kin# 
Christmas. But that Christmas, the one I now speak of, was not the usual happy-go-lucky 
visit Santa in the mall Christmas. No, that Christmas everything seemed to be falling apa^ : 

There was a series of unyielding tragedies and problems cast upon the Martin family aSq 
if somewhere in the heavens there was a blue light special on curses, and our family 
the sole recipient. To begin, my eldest sister, Ann, moved out of our most nuclear faiuw 
in October and was living in sin with a thirty-three year old unemployed mortician wh° 
didn’t shave. After this, my mother began to turn to religion for hope and comfort. She W*s> 
always religious, but that fall she was nearly a Catholic Fanatic. But back to tragedy 
late November, the family car, a 1969 Chevy wagon with 163,666 faithful miles, ceas^ 
movement permanently in the parking lot of a Sara Lee Thrift Store. The man at the 
junkyard gave Dad fifty bucks for it. On December first, my father was laid off by IntsJ 
national Harvester and joined the rest of his friends in the army of unemployed factor 
workers. And then, of course, there was me. The great white hope. I flunked out of my fr5! 
semester at the University of Illinois. By that time, my mother was going to daily mass an 
confessing her nonexistent sins every Saturday afternoon. 

So, as one could expect, there was not a usual feeling of Christmas Cheer in our house‘ 
My father would constantly vegetate in front of the television watching The Love Bof' 
Family Feud, or his favorite, The New Price Is Right. I tried to cheer him up but nothin® 
I said could console him. I was not going to lie through my teeth and say, “Gee Dad,} ^ 
sure that you will get your job back real soon.” No. The day International Harvester rehife 
my dad is the day the University of Illinois sends me a letter saying I am on the dean’s list' 

Mother was not in much better spirits either. When she was not in church she 
either cooking, cleaning, or praying in my sister’s bedroom. Mother had complete 
renovated Ann’s room into a lovely chapel, complete with statues, candles, the stations, afla 
even a small altar she picked up at a church garage sale. Needless to say, I had one goal whefl ( 
I got home that Christmas: stay out of my house. And this I did with a passion. 

It was the Saturday before Christmas. My father and I were putting up our plastic tfee 
in the afternoon to my mother’s lament, “Jesus, Mary and Joseph, Harold it’s our ffr® 
Christmas without Ann. Harold, do you remember when Ann was a baby you used to U 
her up and she put the star on top of the tree?” Harold didn’t answer, and Mother whimper^ j 
all the way upstairs to her chapel. 

My father and I finished our plastic tree with comatose cheer. The phone rang, 
ran for it, happy to escape the most joyous season of the year, if only for a moment. Tk I 
black receiver bubbled with the voice of Mary Ann O’Dwyer, a long extinguished hi£ 
school flame. 

“Chris? How are you?” 

“I’m doing all right. How ’bout you?” 

“Wonderful, Chris, how was school? Don’t you just love it?” 

“Yea, it’s ... all right I guess, sometimes, and you?” 
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Oh, it’s great, but we can talk about it tonight. I’m having a little Christmas party, can 

you make it Chris?” 

Sure, Mary Ann, what time?” 

Eight would be just terrific.” 
Okay, Mary Ann, I’ll see you tonight then.” 

"Bye, Chris.” 

Thank God, out for the night. Later that evening we all sat down to eat dinner. Each in 
j r °ym places, and Ann’s chair empty although Mother always put silverware out, just 

. ^se she should come home. This dinner, like most of our dinners lately, was eaten in 
ence. Complete, unconditional, funereal silence. Only the tinkering of silverware and the 

Helm Processes of digestion were granted exception to this silence. We ate until the Cor- 
. Dash, peas, applesauce, and pound cake were no more. Then, with college-like deter- 

mation, I announced my departure for the evening and fled. 

Un slowly into the December rain towards Mary Ann’s house. On my journey I made 
P obscene lyrics to “Deck the Halls,” and when I arrived I had a chorus and three verses 

^mpleted and said a prayer as I went up the driveway that someone would play the piano 

^nt before I forgot my new lyrics. 

I knocked on the door. Mary Ann’s mother greeted me, nearly losing her balance in the 
^°cess. “Kent, Kent, Kent! You look so good! How is school! Where are you, Iowa? Or 

as k Indiana?” 

Es Chris, Mrs. O’Dwyer.” 

Chris?” She looked disappointed. 
Yes> Chris Martin, Mary Ann and I used to date when we were in high school. 

... Chris, yes, yes, yes. How could I forget you, young man. I’m sorry but I could have 
0rn °n a stack of bibles that you were that other fellow ... uh ... what was it?? ...” 

“Kent?” 

<Yes> that was it. Kent Holman, Honder, Holly, yes that’s it. Kent Holly, right?” 

“Do you mean Kent Hollander, Mrs. O’Dwyer?” 

yes. That’s it, Kent Holly, My! You are quick as a whip. Well, everyone is inside. 

ere Is eggnog, beer, and some marvelous punch in the kitchen.” 

Thank you, Mrs. O’Dwyer, nice to see you again.” 

<<Y°U too, Kent.” 

Chr*16 ^vmg room was crowded with people, my peers, in traditional red and green 
kit!fmas garb. And I stood there in my father’s sweater from the navy. I started into the 

en when two hands covered my eyes from behind. “Guess who?” 

^ • • • Lawrence of Arabia?” 

the girl’s voice sang. 

Then it has to be Mary Ann O’Dwyer.” 
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I 

“Right/’ Mary Ann said as she spun me around and hugged me. ‘‘How are you, Chris? 

“Just terrific. And you? How is life in the capital?” 

“Oh Chris, I love Trinity. It is so, so exciting, and I’ve met the most wonderful people, ajj0 
there are so many parties and... Chris! You don’t even have a drink. Haveyow ever changed- 

“Unfortunately, I haven’t changed, and I haven’t been to the bar yet either, darling-’ 

“Oh, come on Chris, I’ll get you some eggnog... ’tis the season!” 

Mary Ann brought an eggnog from the kitchen and soon another. While I drank, M^ 
Ann told me countless college stories, from “the first time I threw up” to “the time I wok° 
up in the middle of the night and my roommate was in bed with an engineer.” Then Matf 
Ann stopped suddenly, noticing someone from the comer of her eye. “Chris! Have y6° 
met Elizabeth?” I told her I had not and Mary Ann explained that her cousin was in 
the weekend from New York, and how nice she was, and what a character she was, an 
how great it would be if I would go over and talk to her since she didn’t know many peop^ 
at the party. Personally, I didn’t mind terminating my conversation with Mary Ann. I wa 
afraid she would begin to relate her sexual experiences of the past four months. So I follow60 
her into the den to meet cousin Elizabeth. 

“This, is Elizabeth Louise Stoddard,” Mary Ann said as if the introduction had be6° 
rehearsed, or at least used previously that evening. I said hello and looked. Elizabeth W° 
thin with a long face and jet black hair, obedient hair that lived in utter fear of the beia» 
beneath its very own follicles. Her deep brown eyes seemed to be darting back and fortj 
as if awaiting a surprise ambush from a small army of fully equipped guerillas. She wot 
a monogrammed sweater over her red and white pinstriped oxford. The navy blazer wa 
enhanced by an ancient diamond broach, and beneath her plaid skirt she wore green knee 
socks which matched the color of her sweater perfectly. Soon after the initial introduction’ 
Mary Ann left and I found myself stranded between a baby grand piano and a large chifl 
cabinet with Elizabeth Louise Stoddard. Then, as though she had been suddenly charg6° 
with ten thousand volts of electricity, she began to speak. “I went to Michigan, or did y°u 
know that already?” 

“No, no I didn’t. Is that State or Ann Arbor?” 

“Please,” Elizabeth Louise Stoddard moaned, as though horribly insulted, “I’m from A^1 , 
Arbor, I wouldn’t dream of going to ... Michigan State.” 

Somewhat taken aback, I tried to lighten the conversation a bit to less controversial ; 
jects like weather and sports. A mistake indeed. Elizabeth rattled off about two hundf6 ; 
and six statistics about Michigan football (THE best team in college ball!!). 

At the next lull in our conversation Elizabeth Louise Stoddard asked me if I had | 
played “Buffalo.” When I told her I hadn’t, a look of concern flashed onto her face. ‘ ^ 
haven’t played ‘Buffalo,?’ Why, ‘Buffalo’ is the most fun drinking game in the worl°’ 
don’t you want to learn?” 

“Well, Elizabeth, I’d like to but.. ” 

“Oh wonderful, do you have a nickel?” 

“Look, Elizabeth, I don’t know if I’m in the mood ...” 
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Oh, come on, you HAVE TO. Now give me a nickel, all right?” 

I reluctantly pulled a nickel from my pocket and put it into the slender hand of Elizabeth 
^°uise Stoddard. She put the nickel into her small purse and said “Okay. Now you are 
m°st officially a Buffalo. From now on you absolutely must drink with your left hand. If 
pother Buffalo sees you drinking with your right hand, then he runs up to you and says 

uffalo!’ Then you have to chug the rest of your drink, or give him the rest of your drink, 
0r owe him a drink. But, if the person says ‘Buffalo’ and you were actually drinking a non- 
a coholic beverage, then you say ‘fake Buffalo!’ Then the person who said Buffalo and was 

has to chug his drink, or give you the rest of his drink, or owe you a drink. I get lots 
free drinks by setting up fake Buffalos. So there it is Chris. It’s so much fun, EVERYONE 
Michigan plays ‘Buffalo.’ Sometimes you can walk into a bar and half the people there 

hi be drinking with their left hand.” 

t Yo avoid trouble, I awkwardly started drinking with my left hand and asked Elizabeth 
°uise Stoddard why she liked Michigan. 

• ph God,” she said, stopping for a moment to sip her punch. “It s marvelous. Clearly, it 
the best school in the Big Ten, and if not better than the Ivy League Schools, then it is 

at least equal.” 

Yeah, I’ve got a friend who goes there.” 

Oh really... is he Greek?” 

N°, I think he’s Irish.” 

No, silly! Is he a Greek, you know a fraternity house Greek?” 

Yea, he lives in the Fiji house,” I said as I swirled my eggnog in the bottom of my glass. 

j.1 Oh, that is a pretty good house, I was a Tri-Delt and went to quite a few good parties 
ere. Maybe I met him - what is his name?” 

Oavid Fowler.” 

Oavid Fowler... That doesn’t even ring a bell.” 

Yfell, it’s a big school.” 

i Ney, I just thought of something Chris. Since he’s a Greek, then I am sure he must 
how to play ‘Buffalo.’ All the Greeks know how! Just think, now you are both 

^fralos and the next time you see him you can trick him. 

Yfell, that sure is something to look forward to.” 

I la a rather serious attempt to change the course of our conversation, I asked Elizabeth 
^ouis#* C4.„jj_j _i_i. i_i_Tncf a® was about to reply,.Mary 

but the effort was 

YHiere was I, Chris?” 

After you graduate?” 

f ... IVe already graduated. Last May. I have a job now but I am waiting for an offer 
0rn the best publishing firm in New York. What a marvelous job I will have, it pays twenty- 

a '-’uuuuara auuui nei picuis culci giauuauui*. -- - 
f ? aPpeared with a fresh glass of eggnog. I tried to signal S-O-S 

fr^ss. Anything for a relative. 
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six starting, and I get to travel, and it’s not really even sales because EVERYONE knows 
that they’re the best publishing firm in New York.” 

“Well, where are you working now?” I took a sip of my eggnog. 

“Oh, it’s only temporary, and I’ll be honest with you Chris, I hate it. I get up in the 
morning feeling as though I am going to my very own funeral. I mean, being a paraleg^1 
secretary is okay -1 make seventeen - but the job is way below me. I went to Michigan* 
and here I am a paralegal secretary. Sometimes I get so mad, just fuming thinking abou 
it. I mean, I was a double major - economics and advertising - and I was in all sorts o 
clubs and societies, and now I am working as a paralegal secretary. I guess it’s like they say* 
there’s no justice in this world.” 

Deep down, way down in the depths of my own existence, I agreed with Elizabeth 
Louise Stoddard. There is no justice in this world. I had seen it and experienced it- 
looked at her, and then started to walk away. But after four steps I turned and walked directly 
up to Elizabeth Louise Stoddard and shouted “BUFFALO!!!” Before she sould even begnj 
to explain the obvious illegality of the “Buffalo,” my glass of eggnog vengefully jumpe(j 
through the air and made a direct hit dead center on Elizabeth Louise Stoddard’s face-*_ 
was as if a yellow bomb had exploded. Splatters of eggnog were everywhere; the face, tn 
sweater, the blazer, even the lovely diamond broach. Due to the sizeable amount of alcoho 
in the eggnog, it did not have its usually thick consistency. Instead it ran down the red sweate 
at remarkable speed, to the skirt, knee socks, and a few drops even made it to the broW 
loafers. I looked up at her face to see her once obedient hair liberated by yellow spots. H? | 
mouth hung open and eggnog from her upper lip and nose began to drip onto her lower nP 
and chin. She opened her eyes through the eggnog and began to make a gasping noise, a 
if she were trying to scream. But nothing came out. Nothing but eggnog. 

I slipped out of the living room and was out on the street in seconds. On my long v&W 
home I thought that maybe, just maybe there was some justice in the world. Eggnog Justice- 
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J0URNAL ENTRY: JULY 14 

tan * St 031116 back from Mr- Serle’s- He had a Sirl over> younS’ twenty seven, pretty. She 
u four kids, a husband, a vegetable garden, some cats, and a lot of stray dogs that come 

*>urid because she feeds them. Her little boy has two gerbils. They procreat every two 
on keePs them in a fish tank; the momma gerbil on one side and the pappa gerbil 
j. he other. She also cans tomatoes. I didn’t know how you did that before she told me. 
^cked her for $20 after Mr. Serle got through. He’s my godfather; then Neil and Tommy 

^me m, Neil’s Mr. Serle’s son, I used to play with him when I was little. Mr. Serle asked 
if they wanted to fuck her too, they didn’t. 
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The photography of Lori Abele reflects a mood of contrasts, focusing on the repeti^J 
shapes and textures which form natural symmetries in life. Influenced by the style 
European photographer Ulrike Welsch, Lori began her career in photography while 
high school, discovering a creative outlet away from drawing. She soon developed a sty 
of her own, and was honored for her artistic talents in the prestigious Governor of Ohi0'' 
Youth Art Show, m which two of her photographs were featured. 

Lori Abele is from Columbus, Ohio, and is currently a freshman at Wake Forest University' 

Beneath the Rotunda 
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The Pig Barn 
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Weathered Fence 
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Sloop Loops 
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Changing Times 
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King's Cross, London 
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JAMES CRNKOVICH 

Man with Big Nose 
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Birds in Mall 
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F.M. O’ROARK 

SOME DEATHS TAKE FOREVER 

This idea of drowning 
This idea of finding peace in water. 

Sometimes this room even smells bored. 
I try to keep the walls entertained: , 

I give them posters to hang on to and colors to look at 

but the walls are mad they are tired 

of me & at night I can hear them 
inching inwards closercloser 
one morning I’m going to wake up dead 

flat like paper. 

Walls should understand certain things 

& especially this business of waiting. 
That is how they spend their lives 

That is how I spend mine: 
waiting for a face with a view. 
Sometimes he comes & he sits & he talks 

& he never stays very long. 

When nobody comes I wait for water 

to seep in from the comers and under 

the closet door and over 
the window sill. 
I wait for water 
to make me stop thinking 
stopthinking stopthinking 

that if he would just come 
he could save me with a word. 



DERYL A. DAVIS 

SNOW 

Today is white, and the snow flies hard 
outside my window, 

Embracing the ground like some long, 
lost ghost. 

I can taste his flakes in my mouth, 
Feel his icy grip in my hand, 
Hear laughter in my mind. 

I see the crystal, frozen lake and land 
around all-covered, 

And I know the quiet victory, 
The calm of the Fifth Day, before footsteps, 
When time has escaped and the 

world lies dreaming. 

But from my window, I grieve for the 
snow, 

Knowing his future all too well, 
A dark tale children whisper 
Of a long, quiet retreat and beaten, 

running tears. 
Heaven’s messenger, I will not touch him 

as I once did. 
Now I will watch and wait in silence 

until he is gone. 
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KATHERINE ALLAN 

THE SCREAM 

Hands over ears, 
refusing to hear, 
trapped in descending lines 

the brutal crack 
of cranial bone 
against wall. 

Shriek 
falling from the top of the bridge 

to the core. 
Studies in 

modern man 
hands over ears 

deformed, 
refusing to hear. 

Empty chaos surrounding 

Two at the top 
haven’t yet started 

together 
the descending journey. 

Faceless, 
indifferent backs 

and Q-tip ears 
refusing 
to bridge, 

to hear 
the cracking 
shrieking 
EMPTINESS 

of hands over ears. 



DAVID R. KELLOGG 

TO RENEE 

I would go in and peek 
At your one picture 
Kept safe in a drawer of the bedside table 

Her side of the bed 
I wouldn’t even dare wipe the dust off 
But would hold it carefully 
By its gilt edges, a sacred icon 

A girl 
Something less 
Than three months of age 
I came along later 
An added bonus 
A making up of the difference 

I kept looking at your picture 
Through glass 
And more and more 
Dust, still hoping 
To see who it was 
I thought I had to replace 
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MICHAEL KILBY 

DANCE 

I left the ground that day 
In her backyard 

Turning in the tire swing 
And dodging a red ball That had come to life 

Reeling skyward 
Unable to slow the mindless momentum 

Of our mutual leap 
Out of the game 

And into a spinning world 
Above trees 

Until the bright ball, 
Our excuse for childish abandon, 

Plunged into dry leaves 
And I touched down again 
To approaching darkness , 

And the distant sounds of mothers’ voices. 

Now I sit with her 

For the second time 
On the hard hollow bleachers 

Of my senior prom, 

So far removed 
From the spinning sound and light, 

That I am alone. 

And we move 
Stumbling in our grown-up clothes, 

Grasping at the distances between us 

Awkwardly striving to blossom 
ur feet shuffling hopelessly on the dark dance floo , 

Trying to uncover again 
That moment 

That’s still buried 

Somewhere in her backyard. 



Winner 

of 
Literary Fiction 

First 
Prize 

Kraig Culbertson 
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KRAIG CULBERTSON 

Eleventh Hour Memories 

He thought of them as friends. They were gathering over the bay ^ speed 
fed by the small keys f°rminS the archipela^farfterout Kennyadmrecuhe 

quickness with which they gathered from every direction Y P , across the 
Arming itself - only to disperse in the next second. His eyes • bar fon^ed by the 
sh°rt distance of the inner port, to the quay and the grea q. sun dropping 
shoreline of the Pacific, drew his sun-lightened lips tight an q seagulls They 
^ and away, westering, towards the water.Thenhe£atedS^omJ 
^minded him of fine athletes and made him feel comfor f , bobbed out in 

ho wished he could dive into the water and swim to w ere iacket that had been 
the bay, but his hands were in the pockets of the silk and wool summer jacket that naa oe 
a Sift to him the day before and it was already past lunc im 

The sunbounced off the water and then off his wide 
ored Allison the night before. Something in the way bttje sby iaUgh and 

^enny eventually turned back toward the guest house. 

‘‘Wehave to catch up now;’Jessica was saying,'“how die'^H^V*™*** 
^tch it on T.V., but we were so busy with the new house, and I 

f did better earlier in the season. I did okay, though. 

Allison leaned over her wine glass towards Kenny, def g< <a^d even though he had 
^nent smile around her eyes. “Kenny placed eighth, she said, and even tn g 

ari injury he got on the night against Kansas. 

That was some night,” Kenny agreed. He looked rai tiS 
°ttimon to the verandas of these large, Spanish horn • y shocking color of blue that 

j’fown hill, he saw Allison’s home, the Killen h°1?®’^ expect the Cray- 

On h?d only ever seen in the Callfornia sky lrla f „nr1 fhen the crisp air would darken and 

J‘»U .ad ho, boyfriend, Larry, « a™. the «able, la* ' 
k;ansas meet. Allison smiled calmly, and, when s? he had warmed up for that 

te of her rye sandwich. Kenny wanted to explain f the ache at the top of his 
eet feeling just the same — even less than par watching the heat lightening in 

^string — and then about putting up with the pain , tbe stadium. He had been 
^ clouds that gathered thickly behind the moun 1 bl t concentrate under 

*bIe to feel it and know when his mind shifted, and hehadbeenao^ ^ the Pressure and go just a little beyond what a person is supposed tone 

• "Wasn’t Jamie Buckingham in that meet?” said Larry finally, “the guy who placed fift 

the Olympics, Buckingham, wasn t it? 



KRAIG CULBERTSON 

“Yes,” Kenny said. i 

“That was some meet. I remember Tom Frank telling me about it.” 

“Isn’t Doug Frank starting a new complex in the Biltmore?” Allison asked suddenly- 

“Yup,” Larry said. “Good old Tom is now handling a building of theirs in Spain right no^- 
How do you like that? What a job to step into at age twenty-two.” 

“We’re going to have drinks at the pool over there later on. Maybe we can stop by^ 
Franks after that.” Allison shook her dark hair back and pursed her lips decisively b | 
reached across the table and patted Kenny’s wrist. “You had better both make it to o 
party tonight.” 

“Oh, thanks,” Jessica said. 

“Wonderful.” Larry smiled calmly. 

“We certainly will.” ff ( 

“Say, Ken, tell us again about that South Dakota game. The one you nearly drowned m- 

“Oh, God. That story.” 

“Come on, Kenny,” said Allison, “that’s a funny story.” ^ I 

“To tell you the truth,” Kenny said, surprised, “I can’t remember anything funny about 
it. It was sleeting like mad, hard enough to pop out a couple of the stadium lights. Anyw 
the time you’re thinking of is when I carried off tackle in the mud at the goal line, and the 
was a puddle about five inches deep my face got driven into on the pileup. It took a lo 
time for everyone to get off, and I was out of breath anyway. I kept trying to yell, o 
nothing came out — only bubbles. I guess I was about a second away from drowning Wh 
they finally got off my head.” 

“Oh, how awful.” Jessica rolled her eyes slowly. 

“Is that your worst moment, Ken?” Larry elevated his chin, speculating. “Was that the 
most painful time when you played?” 

Kenny was surprised again. It hadn’t been bad at all, really. Not compared to the tih* 
after he’d caught a blind pass and had been hit so hard as he turned that the facem# j 
broke at the screws and gave back against his nose. The broken bone had thinned 
membrane so that he often had nosebleeds when he slept at night. j 

“Oh, please,” Allison was saying. “We have to meet the Hageys by the pool and we 
better get going. Come on, Kenny.” I 

Kenny listened to the rounds of thank you’s and “we’ll have to’s” and added a few himse | 
before getting into the car with Allison. 

“Oh, here,” Allison pointed, “the man who invented the Water-Pic lives there; j 
that Spanish castle? That’s where Peter Frampton lives. Over here is Ronald Reagan 
brother...” 

“Where’re we headed?” 
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KRAIG CULBERTSON 

, “To the Biltmore clubhouse. Frank Lloyd Wright designed the hotel and pool, did you 

*now that? It’s in the exact center of Paradise Valley. 

Kenny sat quietly, feeling restless, wishing that Allison would deprj^the^ece ^ 
°r «least allow him to get out and run beside the car for a bit^**ed at Alhson. Her 

tanned legs remained calm and still; her face showed no sign mbered ^e night 
comfort. He thought of lunch with Jessica and rW' and he reme tQ 

before with Allison’s family He didn’t mind telling them e , though the stories 
fdopt their calm manner and vaguely fascinated state. He did this even 

^ere true and had cost him all the mental anguish that cam matter whether 
Wself in front of crowds of people, and the physical pain w 1 f an effect on 

did or not. He was impatient that telling the stories didir-have more of an 
them, and wanted them to know that it isn’t as casual as it seems on . . 

i looked at the curves Allison’s large breasts made down from his 
^e.r slender body and felt his leg muscles tighten agams g made no sign, 
^section. After a moment he was sure she must be feeling it too, but she made no sig 

Some people care about things 
But I don’t care about anything 
Just give me money 
That’s what I want 

^he people on the radio’s cassette sang: 

That’s what I want 
That’s what I want 

Her brown arms calmly turned the wheel into the parking lot. 

'‘Can you still do any of those marvelous dives you did at school? Her gaze slid sideway 

“To tell you the truth, I don’t know. I never know until I try them. 

Isn’t it a little late, then?” 

It’s the only way I know.” 

I’d think you’d like to be a little more sure. 

They moved slowly along the side of the small Guc^1f^:^’ thl^ain^oof vfcinHy. Yellow 

°°I> Allison motioned peremptorily. 

Vtl el*n Miguel” She spok? *5 a bf rt®nf f^J^slices betweMiS smooth'chunks'of iceand 

I 

b; 
'ar fop. Allison signed for them. 



KRAIG CULBERTSON 

“Larry mixes them special for me. Two of these and you’ll be doing dives no one’s ever 

heard of.” 

After changing, they sat at a table near the bungalows. 

“Well, Kenny, now the big question.” Allison turned to him. “When are you goingt0 

come to work?” 

Ken stiffened. 

“My boss would like to know.” 

“Your boss.” 

“That’s right. My boss.” ( 

“Your father, you mean.” 

She paused. “You have a business degree now, Kenny. Do you want to waste it? And don 1 | 

tell me you want to be an actor again. That silliness.” 

Kenny looked quietly about the pool. In the deep water a man pushed a woman’s feet as 

she lay mummylike on a canvas raft. There was no sound. 

“At least there’d be the crowd,” he said, almost to himself. 

“You’re just going to have to realize that those days are over.” Her voice went suddenly 
blunt and cold, like the ice against the tumbler in her hand. “If you’re always off in sear 
of some long-forgotten football game you’ll never amount to anything. This is the ne 
generation America. If you don’t take it when you’ve got the chance, someone else wU • 

She looked at him with deep, almost religious, conviction. 

“But what do I do with myself? I mean, I feel like God made me for this one purpose ^ 
a physical purpose.” 

“God,” she interrupted, “don’t I know that. You’ll calm down, though.” I 

“I’m not kidding, now. Even the bad parts — the suffering. It makes you feel more... ahve' I 

There was a silence that both listened to. 

“I’m not kidding — ” 

lan to the right had leaned across the arm of his lounger, “I couldn’t help 
athlete, right?” He paused. “Just couldn’t help noticing.” There 

“Pardon me,” a man 
noticing, you’re an atf 
another pause. The man looked interestedly from beneath raised eyebrows. His eyes stay 

on Kenny. “I swim a mile every day myself. Do you swim at all?” 

“No.” 

“Well, it’s the absolute best, you know. A mile every day.” 

Ken saw the man’s large, protruding stomach and felt desperately impatient. 

“But I was thinking of doing a dive or two,” he said to Allison, and rolled his eyes. He ^ 
unsure of what dive to attempt, but every joint and ligament craved some form of use. u 
began his approach on the diving board still not knowing. On the second step he knew, an 
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KRAIG CULBERTSON 

he knew that he could do it. He left the boardl straight up,' “s 
Moulders; arms straight like a pole, turned in the air, felt t P urned to the sur- 
anderarms and hips. His palms touched the small tiles solidly, 
ace feeling vastly better than he had all week. 

Back at the table the man with the large stomach approached. 

, "I’ve a friend visiting me from Germany,” he said. “We’d very much like it if you’d 

buY you dinner. Or at least a drink.” 

“We can’t have dinner,” Allison said, “we’re eating with the Franks. 

We can’t have dinner,” Kenny confirmed. 

“Well a drink then. That’s my friend, Georg, sitting 
We can do after such a fabulous dive.” He nodded slowly in a way that disturbed *en y 

l The four of them formed a circle about the table. Georg^^o'yectKOTnytad ever seen 
ha<ron his chest and belly. The watch he wore was the largest object y 

°n wrist of a man. 

“ft Ricardo,” Georg spoke slowly, but in a very gentle way to a waiter hovering near, 
Bloody Marys for us and whatever our young friends will have. 

j. “Miguel knows,” Kenny said. Ricardo bowed and *?wer®^ thought that 
Bicardo’s eyelashes would have been beautiful had t ey m 

. “Well, Peter,” Georg said eloquently to his companion “another excellent day. e tume 
to Kenny and Allison. “We don’t get days like this in Germany. 

I was telling this ... young man — ” 

Kenny.” 

Kenny, here, about swimming a mile every morning. „ 

“Oh, yes,” said Georg. “I can only make it half of that far. It is W painful. 

I Benny noticed the paunch and the smooth, continuous ter a tackle in the 
and he suddenly found himself remembering J ^ they bent hjs body 

^°ntana game. His feet had been caught under „ and heard the faint creak- 
• ackwards, over them. He saw Jim holding tightly o of ^is shins and ankles. Jim 

haHS°Undsof ^themuscleseparatrngK<3 v thr^n°to throw his own teammates off him. He 
ad screamed so loudly that a linebacker ran to t fighting trying not to give in 

>embered how Jim’s eyes clouded when they sat him up, fighting, try g 

t0 pain. 

Kicardo sat the large drinks on the table. 

Thank you, Ricardo,” said Georg, smiling up at him. 

, “Tes, thank you, cheri" Peter said. Both men laU^hed^ was funny. 
*ls°- Kenny, sipping his drink, laughed with them, although he did 

Are you here on business, sir?” he asked. „ 
“Oh,” Georg waived both hands glibly, “I am here, an investment to make. 



KRAIG CULBERTSON 

“You mean to make an investment,” Peter corrected. 

“Ah, these verbs. It makes no matter. I am searching for a new investment. I have aPPr0^ 
mately one-half million American dollars and I am looking for something suitable 

the coast.” 

They drank in silence for a short moment. 

“My father has a friend who is trying to finance a new apartment complex on 
property,” Allison told the circle, “if you’d like, I could put you in touch with him.’ 

this 

“Thank you, no. I am looking for oceanfront property. Several years ago I came here an 

bought several properties.” He halted to light a cigarette. “I also bought a boat. A raC1 
yacht of the finest make. It is called das Gefuhl, which means: The Feeling.’ Purely as 

investment, you understand. I’ve never been out on it.” 

“He bought the boat two years ago,” Peter offered, “and my brother’s firm took an 
accelerated depreciation on it for him, you see — or so they tell me. And now, well, Geo 
and I have come up with a delicious little plan, haven’t we, Georg? Go on, tell them, 
placed a hand on Kenny’s arm. “You can keep a secret, can’t you?” 

Georg paused luxuriously, allowing his cigarette’s smoke to swirl and make a soft 
screen between his face and the others. The approaching twilight added a haziness to t 
effect and for an instant it appeared that his face, with its primarily bland, unexceptio** 
features, had perfected a complete disappearance, leaving only a smooth-fleshed bo 

and a voice. 

“Well, you see. We have hired some one to sink it. To sink it to the bottom as it sits m ^ 
bay.” He leaned forward through the smoke, conspiratorily. “This way we — I — can coll 

the boat’s full value in insurance.” 

“Isn’t it brilliant?” Peter smiled, obviously excited. 

“How large is the boat?” Kenny asked. 

“Nine meters. It is fully equipped for high spirited racing. It was an investment, you 

I have never had it out. I would not know what to do.” 

“The whole plan is so — so sinister,Peter said. “I get nervous just thinking about it* 

Kenny looked across to Allison, who sat calmly, taking sips of her drink. Her brown ey^ 
remained in a serene and peaceful smile, unmoved. Peter was obviously the only nervo 
one. Kenny remembered the nervousness he had felt before football games. He had aWjb 
refrained from putting on his girdle and thigh pads until last because he knew that u \ 
crowd were large, which it usually had been, he would have the shits just before leav* 
the locker room. In four years of listening to the crowd outside before a game he had ne 
overcome this. He had the shits before track meets, but the crowds were usually sma*1 
then, and eventually he overcame them. He wondered whether Peter or Georg or anyo 
he had met in the past week had ever felt enough emotion to have the shits about anyth* 
in their lives. He was confused and disturbed by the plan with the boat, especially Wb 
he pictured the sleek and fast competition boats he had seen race in Newport. 

Finally, he said: “We really need to be going now. Thank you for the drink.” 

see- 



KRAIG CULBERTSON 

“Yes,” Allison said, “we really must be going.” 

Well, goodbye, then” Georg said. 

I’m sorry you have to go.” 

“ M/arte ... wait. A toast before you go.” 

To everything in the world,” Allison said. 

To everything in the world.” 

Kenny turned to go. 

Good bye, Liebschen!’ 

From the portico of the Killen home, Kenny watched the ^^^^itwasTere now, 
?rain behind Camelback Mountain. Night came la e in * Ae overspill off into the 

^Placable as the guests crowding hard in the oval liv^g^ - d in this age of would-be 
llbl*ary. Sipping a beer, he squinted through the smoke, surprised, in mis ag 

athletes, to see so many cigarettes lit. 

“Sorry it took me so long, darling.” Allison moved near him. I want yo 

s°mebody.” , 

She drew him to the abbreviated hallway leading from the^sidebo^rd7 
man in his late thirties leaned with an abstracted mann g 

This is my Uncle Frank,” she announced. 

H’lo.” Kenny took his hand. , K 

g0°d indeed.” n. . , «VrY, 

“Well, sir,” it was as if someone had just t<*sed him the ball on a flea-flicker play, 

exactly sure you will be seeing me. I ho,lt to leave I-we-need to talk 

, . Oh, Kenny,” Allison cut in sharply, “there s Julie, about to leave. 

^!th her about riding tomorrow. I’m sorry, Uncle Fran . ^ 

"Perfectly -key. You yoimy Mk. don't «mt»l«en,o my bkither nnyww 

Allien led Mm stiffly nd tke I W'Kenny. k« cotdd yon! Hew-I. 

s° disinterested? Do you know who that man is. 

“Yes, he’s your uncle.” ajor shareholder of 

, He’s not really my uncle. I just call him my unc 

ad’s corporation.” 

“He’s not your uncle?” them. He g]anced about 

j Hullo there.” Allison’s older brother, Clarence, cam P out 0f this mess - old 

^Patiently, shifting his weight on his cowboy 00 * i T>re going over to Confetti’s.” 
j>sb eyes over there is putting me to sleep big time- of the tw0. “Wanna come?” 

looked briefly at Kenny who, despite his size, was the sho 

act 
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“We can’t Clarence,” Allison said, “we’ll join you there after.” 

“Well, sorree, folks, I’m outta here.” In his impatience in moving past them, he absent’> 
jarred shoulders with Kenny, who reflexively, quickly, lowered his shoulder and shifted 

weight against him. Clarence fell away and looked strangely at Kenny. 

“Whatsa idea? This isn’t a football field, you know.” 

“Sorry.” He was aware that nature had developed his facilities in a certain direction 

and that this often took its toll on other areas of his life. 

“Speaking of which,” Allison said, “we need to talk later on. As soon as I get back fr0111 

talking with Julie.” 

Kenny leaned against the piano in the living room and wished desperately for somethin)? 

to do. Maybe that’s why they smoke, he thought. He observed the smoke and the yelJ? 
tint it took from the panelled walls. The murmur of conversation remained steady, cal ’ 
and rose into the smoke. Everyone had managed to find a vaguely disinterested pose, a 
when the door opened, the smoke banked and swirled like ectoplasm but the murm 

remained constant and low. 

He remembered the night he had qualified for the NCAA meet, and how in his joy ke 
had turned a flip, sprinted off the landing pit, across the track, into the locker roo > 
screamed with his teammates, and punched his locker until his hands bled. He had kno 
Allison was in the crowd and many of his friends and he felt such relief and joy that his ne , 
gave way after that and he had vomited. When Allison had seen his hands he remembe 
that it was the closest he had ever seen her come to being upset. 

The thought of Allison made him come alert. He did not wish to talk of the future whkjj 
she had all the answers for. He looked through the smoke at the gathering. His body W 
hers, and she loved him, he knew, but it was impossible for him to be indifferent, althoug 

he tried hard to believe what she told him, and to have faith in the answers. 

He went through the dining room and out a sliding glass door. He walked down over th^ 
roll of lawn to the walkway leading to the quay, and followed it until he reached the la«L 
mooring docks on the far side of the small port. Large rocks jutted out on the hill bem 
the walkway, and he climbed a smooth boulder overlooking the boats. Dumbly he sat 
his haunches, listening to the faint lap of water against fiberglass hulls, half-hearte 
contemplating swimming towards the reddish lights across the port in his boxer shor 

Eventually he distinguished another noise: a series of low, sustained creakings. A slojj 
swish of water. He hopped off the boulder and strode quickly down the dock. At the e ^ 
mooring, apart from the rest, he made out a mainmast slanting against the night. His pa 
quickened to a run, and he felt a sudden, nameless dread. But upon reaching the moori ^ 
this dread turned to despair and acquired a name. The bow was already under, dissappea^ 
into a gentle cauldron of bubbles. The stern slid slowly, quietly, the water sluicing up on■ 
, i n c_i 1   1 ^ fo moinmocf \\5\ IV3> < 

flapped noisily as the bow went deeper, and on the elevating stern, in sleek, 

letters, Kenny read aloud: “Das Gefuhl.” 

the small foredeck and lapping past the sails folded under the mainmast. The halyaj* 
’:, elongate 

i 
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| 

, He watched silently, hands hanging loosely hopelessly for adongtime. The rape 
Heated to the moorings, whipped in the breeze. Finally he f^ jKS 
the top of his voice, “Gefuhl!” The words rolled out across the waters and the q y. 

^°n’t leave me! — don’t leave me!” 

He felt the membrane give in the lining of his nose as he shouted^ |^he doc^He was 
^ckly. He tried to hold it back but then gave up and numblydifferentto the night, 
surprised that he felt no pain, and gradually became indi • auietly down the 
to the party, to the boat, to the wet sheen of blood now making: ite\ y q Y ^ ^ 

Sldes of his neck and soaking his shirt. He stared across > warm darkness. The 
founding the Killen home in the foothill, and belched softly into the warm damne 

Uow Of blood increased a little each time his heart beat. 



DRIVEN (a love poem) 

In your salient gaze 
Ingrained 
I begin to straighten obliquely 
in genuine inflection 
With welcoming swarms of warmth 
the crimsom dribbles from my palms 
to shroud us 
As the nails meet you 
I curve to hug you 
already rigid with rigor mortis 
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F.M. O’ROARK 

Erik read that we have three years & then all hell 

Tommy C. called me & said 

let’s go to Austin so we did Street 

where all the punks look mean & the gone people hang 

we found this guy playing guitar by 
the bar with the sawdust floors & the losers 

so we sang him a few songs . 
even gave him a dollar for listening 

the bar & talked , R o. 
about maybe going to California 

start a band but we fought over 

who would sing. 

Anyway we spent a pretty stupid night 
worrying about where to go next & what to do 
We went back to the guitar player & he 

played with red fingers all broke up 
fingers hitting frozen strings 

& a cold night. 
His name was Gus. 
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DIANE TIMBLIN 

A PRAYER 

Lord — 
I have a request. 

Not a big one, but it 
sure would mean 

a lot to me. 
This is sort of odd — but — 

Would you please give me 
puncture-resistant skin? 

Not to complain about the skin you’ve given me... 
in fact, I rather like it — 

It’s just so very 
fragile. 

I need the kind that can 
support fifty-pound weights; 

can’t be folded, spindled, or mutilated; 
and can carry two teacups of coffee 

even when soaking wet. 
It’s just that the skin I have 

now stings and tears 
when people say things 

I don’t think they 
really mean. 

And, Lord, you know 
howl 

hate 
to cry... 

(Thanks for listening) 
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AN AMERICAN DREAM 

An old man with red eyes told me 
You are a stone-faced Statue 
Blessed with the gift of Siren s song, 

That all day you draw us in 

To your rocks that scrape the sky 
With your sweet anthems of freedom, 
While we are still tied 
To the masts of our forefather s ships, 

Trying not to look up 
For tears in your eyes, 
Knowing there are none, 

That at night you strip away your rigid dress, 

Cool and green like bottle glass 
And glowing like an eel under city lights, 

You swim ashore 
To sleep with politicians. 



DERYL A. DAVIS 

DECEMBER’S LIGHT 

There are some fair meadows in my mind 
That I walk through on quiet days, 
Remembering the richly-made dreams of 

the past, 
Childhood’s tools, and the joy of rockinghorse 

years. 
I listen, and hear the tick of the old clock on 

the mantle, 
The sound of my grandfather breathing, 
A forgotten voice in the dark, settling night. 

There is too much, I think, to remember, 
And my life, burning like a candle, 
Cannot store it all. 
Now time clothes me in the turn of the 

season and the bent of the wind, 
And I see winter’s face through the window, 
Rising out of autumn’s harvest. 
How far is my mind’s eye from the future? 
My dreams are sprung, and I hesitate to 

cross into a new age, 
Written in the design of the farmer’s soil 
And the lines on the doctor’s hand. 

Time flies past, and many old things 
I remember still, 

Early thoughts and sweet visions I 
will not surrender. 

Here, in the last light of December, 
I will not think of growing old 

without reason, 
Of living silent in a bed of years. 
Now, shouting, I will drive into the 

future, 
Painting a record of life’s days and years 

in a handful of words. 
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CHRIS PARKER 

| 
| 

I 

IN A ROOM 

The lamp stands alone 
Beside the green chalkboard 

Not knowing. 

T, 2 
1 he chair sits invitingly 

On its haunches 
Filing its nails. 

The carpet moves like a weighty 
| from comer to comer. 

The table is dead. 

The ball in the corner is red 
and old. It hasn’t moved 

In many years. 

I . 6 
1 he windows are our guardians 

And teachers. The tainted windows. 

7 
The paintings hang like bats 

Without life. 

8 
Incandescent lights cling to 

The ceiling like a cancer. 

9 
The door is a metronome, 

But the bust beside it 
Is not Schubert. 

10 
Men who are not men 

Come and go. 

11 
Outside everything is safe. 



ARNOLD WRIGLEY 

Shuffling back from a chocolate smoke intermission, 
Listening to the critical whispers, Arnold descends 
Slowly by inches into the ninth row, aisle seat. 
Playbill damp from his palms, pocket full of mints, 
Tongue penetrates peppermint as the limelight slit 
Spreads wider in the purple curtain. 
Spotlights screaming in his eyes 
Arnold watches himself cross the stage 
Speaking the lead role’s lines. 
In his seat, unaware of anyone’s eyes, 
Arnold moves his lips with the actor’s 
Occasionally glancing sideways at the smiles. 
After the final applause falters and dies, 
The audience rises with the houselights, 
And Arnold bites peppermint as he leaves. 
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susan McDonald 

the runner 

he does have a 
driest upper-miaai--- 
and wonders where he went wrong. • 

gOnce upon a time, Billy was an aloof, college stu^ <lh?“her>, spheres c 
English and Philosophy who aspired solely to the pu^ hndv But theni her 
E°nce upon a time, Billy was an.al°°M"j® ^e pursuit of the “high 
, nghsh and Philosophy who aspired solely to tne p ical body. But tnen, nere 
knowledge, forever forsaking those lowly P'eas w;th a poison arrow that sends 
°?mes old Cupid to screw things up by ™naing h'™ him into a businessman. And 
J??11 Panting after a cover girl senior dead se from s evil ways, 

has no choice but to ... go for it. So he rafter. 
Plains a respectable business degree, and lives happily!- 

r _rt ^ c a 7 nn weekdays, m 

i the pages of the calendar of their glorious ives. concerned about the far 

About six months ago, Billy’s boss, Mr. Bigge, cropping up in his work. Billy 
look in Billy’s eyes and the recurrent errors that k P ^ W ^ Mr thought 

smiled weakly and said he was fine an . for g00(j measure. Like they say 
5$ be a good idea to see the company p^ychiatr^ J * Boy. Most of your friends 

“An ounce of prevention...” Noth.ngto wo^about, Billy^^y 

°‘t, too, and they say it’s a good way to ge S Hestaresblankly into space for 
^ell, whatever’s on Billy’s chest is not so easily sha e ^ ^ hours a week and, 

w° hours a week and Dr. Doolittle star ting an extended vacation at the 
rankly, Dr. Doolittle’s seriously fender his eyes that make him look like 
Unny farm for this emaciated kid with dar ci running himself to death. Dr. D 

he s been punched out and who, as far as Dr. D. can ten, 
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once asked him to consider taking a couple of days off from running and Billy gave him the 

most incredulous look like, Dr. D’s the one who should visit the funny farm for even 

suggesting such an outrageous thing. 

So Billy goes home every evening, puts on his running clothes, and takes off. While he s 

on the road, the rest of the world is a million miles away and he doesn’t have a care in the 

world. When it’s really hot, like it has been lately, the most wonderful things start happening 

in his brain after the first five miles or so. He’s cruising along and, all of a sudden, he realizes 

that he’s floating, not touching the ground at all. Beautiful rainbows start flashing around 

and his scalp and chest get chill bumps with the ecstasy of it all. The next thing he knows, 

he’s at the end of his driveway throwing up, but that’s a small price to pay as he sees it- 

Well, here we are, home again, Billy Boy. Here comes little William, Billy’s four yeaf" 

old son, the oldest of the two boys. He grabs Billy’s hand and starts to drag his staggering 

daddy up the drive. Billy can’t help but think the kid’s cute even though something in his 

eyes does look an awful lot like his best buddy, your friendly neighborhood stud. They stag' 

ger inside hand in hand and little William runs off to his room to make a mess. Billy’s clearing 

vision reveals the same thing he always sees at this time - his dinner alone on the table (V* 

and the kids already ate) and Val sitting on the counter talking on the phone. He passes by 

the dinner and heads for the den where he falls into his recliner. 

Billy’s just sitting there staring at the T.V. screen, unaware of what’s on it, and suddenly 

he feels incredibly tired. He leans back in the chair, closes his eyes, and starts to examine 

all the grey shadows that flow in and out of the blackness behind his eyelids. All these faces 

just keep emerging from the darkness and floating across his mind until they disappear 

from the edge of his field of vision. He’s sitting there really tripping on all these faces when 

he begins to make out a small flickering flame getting slowly clearer. Next thing he knows, 

he’s sitting by this fire in a cave or something. Also by the fire are a lot of people he’s never 

seen before but whom he somehow feels he knows. He feels like just another member o 
the group and they’re all sitting there eating meat roasted over the flames. Nobody’s say' 

ing anything; there’s just the sound of burning wood cracking and popping and of meat being 

torn from bone and chewed. It all has this really neat primal kind of quality to it and Billy s 

feeling really relaxed. Then, for some reason, he starts to feel vaguely disturbed abou 

something but he’s not sure what. Suddenly, the dimness is shattered by bright light behind 

this face looming right in front of his own face as little William pulls up his eyelid saying’ 

“Daddy, you look dead.” 

The next day, Billy has his appointment with Dr. D who thinks to himself that the kid s 

looking a little worse than usual - face a little thinner, dark circles around the eyes a littje 

darker. He doesn’t even try to make occasional conversation to break the uncomfortably 

silence. When the hour is finally over and Billy gets up to leave, Dr. D thinks he should really 

have a serious talk with Mr. Bigge about sending Billy on a mandatory trip to the zoo. 

In the afternoon, Val calls to tell Billy she’s going to take the boys and spend the nig^ 

with her parents. She does this once in a while just like all the other horror-wives who haW 

rich parents who can’t seem to cut the family bonds. Billy sends her off with a sigh of rehe 

that at least tonight he won’t have to make idle chit-chat or listen to the boys fight. He’s bee 

feeling very unusual all day. His stomach is full of butterflies and he keeps getting thes 

muscle twitches that are driving him up the wall. But, not to worry. His afternoon run wi 

straighten all that out. 
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I 

I 

I 
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On the way home he passes the post office thermometer and it’s reading a glorious one 

hundred and one degrees. He smiles at the thought of that floating feeling and the dazzling 

light show he’s in for today. He goes home, eagerly changes clothes, and revels in the heat 

that closes tangibly around him as he steps outside and takes off into a totally drugless trip. 

“Billy Pilgrim has come unstuck in time.” He’s floating down the road at about a hun¬ 

dred miles an hour and there are tiny stars and rainbows zooming in and out of sight with 

every step he takes. He’s got those wonderful chill bumps all over his torso and head and 

those butterflies are going crazy in his stomach but now he doesn t perceive the sensation 

as unpleasant at all. All he can hear is Niagra Falls inside his head until this harsh beep¬ 

ing and high pitched squeal of tires yank him back down to earth long enough to move 

back over toward the side of the road. 

After this rude interruption, things aren’t quite so pleasant anymore. His legs feel like 

lead and it seems like, with every step forward, he moves two feet back. He can feel those 

butterflies multiply until his stomach begins to spasm but he fights to keep from getting 

sick. He sees his driveway up ahead and tries to speed up but somebody s tied him to a tree 

or something and he doesn’t seem to be making any progress at all. In the meantime, some 

fairy wearing tap shoes has moved into his brain and keeps pacing back and forth, tapping 

&illy crazy. 

Next thing Billy knows, he’s on his knees throwing up at the end of the driveway. Well, 

everybody has a bad trip now and then. It’s nothing to get uptight about. He staggers 

inside and falls onto the couch. He feels exhausted and wants to sleep but he s shaking all 

over with those stupid goose bumps, even though it’s about five hundred degrees inside 

bis head. But gradually the feeling passes and, after about an hour, he starts to feel 

almost normal. 

When Billy crawls into the empty bed that night, his body feels incredibly heavy and 

be can still see little spears of light ripping through the darkness. He lies there for about 

two hours unable to sleep until, gradually, the flashing lights fade to the familiar, soothing, 

§rey shadows of faces floating through his mind. 

As he watches passively, one of the shadows begins to materialize until he’s looking 

down at his little boy, William, from behind the double windows of his mind. William stands 

the dark breeze clinging to his mommy’s tennis racket which is as big as he is and then 

the darkness around him begins to glow faintly red. Next, little William s eyes start to glow 

as bright red pinpoints. This is very strange, Billy Boy. Even if he s not your son, you can t 

just let him run around with his eyes glowing red like that. 

So Billy crawls through the window and starts to walk toward William but the ground 

between them keeps stretching, and he’s thinking he’ll never get there when this smoke 

starts rolling in. Billy loses William in the smoke but keeps moving toward those little Pin- 

Points of light. Through the dark smoke, the points of light start to jump about and seem 

to multiply. As he approaches, Billy sees that the source of the light is now a fire. Dark people 

clad in animal skins are sitting around the fire eating meat being roasted over the flame. 

Billy walks over and takes a seat on the ground by the fire. The others don’t take any 

special notice of him and he actually feels quite at home. A manwithdark shaggy hair 

and a low, Neanderthal forehead grunts at Billy, You want a thigh. Billy finds that he s 

ravenously hungry all of a sudden and accepts the meat being handed to him. But, as soon 
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as he gets it, he starts to feel very uneasy about something. He knows something isn’t right 
but he doesn’t know what. He takes a couple of bites of the meat absently but he’s feeling 

more and more disturbed every minute as he stares blankly at the fire trying to figure out 
what the problem is. 

“Billy Pilgrim has come unstuck in time.” As he’s about to take another bite of the meat, 

he glances down and sees that what he’s holding is the roasted leg of a small child. Hor¬ 

rified, Billy feels the blood rush from his head and he starts seeing those stabbing spears 

of light again. He jumps up and runs from the fire into the dark, smoky, primal night and J 
immediately he can feel those goose bumps again even though his head feels like his brain s 

on fire. 

Then dark switches suddenly to glaring, fluorescent light and he finds himself running | 

madly through his high-tech skyscraper with white walls and chrome and glass everywhere. 

(Gotta get your head straight, Billy Boy, or you’re gonna be the main attraction at the three- 

ring circus). He hears footsteps gaining on him and makes a dash for a big white couch in , 

the middle of some kind of lounge area and leaps behind it. 

As he crouches there in that glaring white light, he looks out of the glass beside the couch. 

He’s about a hundred stories up in this building looking out over an endless white city of 

the Twenty-second Century. He hears the pounding footsteps approaching and sees five 

or six big men in white run past. As the sound of the footsteps fades, Billy takes a deep breath 

to try to stop the pounding of his heart which is shaking his whole body. (Gotta get a grip’ 

Billy Boy). He leans his head back against the couch and concentrates on breathing slowly 

and deeply. 

Just as his heart is beginning to beat normally, he starts to hear that stupid fairy again 

tapping across his brain. But, gradually, it occurs to him that the tapping isn’t in his head 

anymore. Now it seems to be coming from somewhere in the room. He gets up and tries 

to follow the direction of the noise which leads him to one of the big white walls that has 

a tiny, two-inch door in it and Billy can tell that the source of the tapping is on the other side 

of that wall. The sound is driving him nuts but, for some reason, he’s horrified at the thought j 
of opening up that tiny door to see what’s on the other side. But he doesn’t have to make ( 
the decision because he can see his hand moving toward it involuntarily. 

He opens the door which is at chest level and hears the tapping sound grow louder. The 

lump of terror in his chest jumps up into his throat as he feels himself bending to look through 

that door. On the other side, he sees another white room and right in the middle of it is lit' 

tie William hobbling around on tiny crutches with a bloody mass of mangled flesh and bone 

where his right leg should be. 

The utter horror of the sight takes again the blood from Billy’s brain and he takes off run' 

ning madly, but the sound of William’s crutches tapping across the floor just grows louder 

and louder the faster he runs. This time, he doesn’t even hear the footsteps gaining on him 

and, suddenly, he’s tackled from behind and goes crashing to the floor. He thrashes wildly 

about, but there are big white arms and legs everywhere and, before he knows what’s hap' j 

pening, he’s securely bound in a straight jacket. As soon as the men in white get off of him> 

he tries to make a run for it again but they manage to trap him in a big white comer and 

stick a ten-foot needle in his arm right through the straight jacket. 
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Well Billy finds he’s suddenly feeling completely numb. He’s so numb he can t even move 

his eyeballs which just stare into the whiteness before him. The white men cany him down 

white hall after white hall, but, no matter how far they carry him he still hears little 

William’s crutches tapping rhythmically through his brain. Finally, he s deposited on the 

floor of a big white room and leaned against a soft white wall. The men leave the straight 

jacket on him and disappear through one of the walls. 

You’ve really lost it, Billy Boy. No more runs in the heat. No more dazzling light shows. 

Your senses have been reduced to two, the one filled with white and the other filled with 

that incessant tapping. You’ve got to do something quick, Billy Boy, orA™1 “'ostfor' S™}: 

So Billy starts reciting nursery rhymes in his mind. He can t change the white and hecant 

completely escape the tapping, but at least he can drown it a little by reciting these absurd 

Nursery rhymes to the rhythm of the noise. 

Billy sits here for what seems like a million years until the Mr. Clean boys rome backin 

and carry him to a smaller white room, in the middle of which is a white tub filled with water 

All this time, he’s staring blankly forward, reciting in his head those nureeiy rhymes to that 

maddening rhythmic tapping. They finally take the straight jacket off of him, place him 

gently in the tub, and disappear into a white wall once again. 

Billy’s just sitting there staring into the whiteness, thinking nursery rhymes and he knows 

he cannot tolerate this forever. That tapping will never be completely drowned , no.matter 

what he does, unless ... Billy knows he’s losing control He s lost control of his body and 

now he’s losing the feeble grip he’s got on his mind. Oh what hed give for something 

remotely like normalcy. But he starts drifting in and out of consciousness and can t think 

of anything more complex than these dumb nursery rhymes Still, the tapping grows ever 

louder and Billy’s starting to let go as he makes one final, feeble, desperate effort to escape 

this moment. 

Today I think I might go swimming 

And a picnic might be nice 

Roasted duck and trimmings 

And a little wine on ice 

The water’s warm and soothing 

The roasted duck is fine 

And as the light begins to fade 

The water turns to wine. 



DAVID A. PETREMAN 

MAINLAND 

From one of the islands 

Of the archipelago 

Leaves a longboat. 

Five oarsmen row 

Against the roll of ocean waves, 

Pulling toward the mainland town. 

Their spirit cannot aid them 

Nor can the moon’s tide. 

Still, they pull. 

They pull. 

One of them, tenderly young 

Rows more deeply than the rest, 

Thinking it makes a difference 

Taking care not to splash water 

On his mother’s casket. 
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DAVID R. KELLOGG 

THE POND LAY JUST OUTSIDE THE FENCE 

Early in the year before the tadpoles 

We played with frog eggs 

Floating bunches 

Of translucence, grapes 

But someone (I don’t remember who) 

Told me not to handle them 

Or they wouldn’t hatch 

Though I never looked it up 

I always kept a safe distance 

From the eggs afterwards 

Once I carried a plump frog to a friend 

On the way she grew small 

In the cup of my hands 

The eggs separated, sliding down 

Through my fingers 

Scattering on the asphalt like soft marbles 

I held her while she pissed 

A furious and steady stream into my hands 

I set her — threw her — onto the ground 

And she became lost in the blades 

I wiped my hands in the grass 

Walked slowly home 

And washed my hands again 



PORTRAIT OF CHRIST IN THE SUBWAY 

Last night I saw him squatting there 

Staring into his dirty palm. 

What stigmata does he bear? 

His broken nails — 

His badge of pain, 

His stare 

As cold as pavement 

Frozen beneath a dripping 

Drain. 
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JANE E. DUNLAP 

ELEGIA 

Ashes to ashes Dust to dust 

A human life is but a grain of sand 

And it has been ten years now 

Ten years this January tenth 

Ten ten ten — count them — ten years. 

They roll off my fingers now, 

Those miniature fingers wrapped 

around your index finger. 

You would be proud of me now. 

With a twinkle in your dark brown eyes 

You would nod briefly with the faintest 

etched creases of a smile 

Around the stem of your pipe. 

Your hand would be cool but your handclasp warm. 

Whenever lights are shining on me 

the warm brown twinkle is there too 

Whenever I am radiant I sparkle back. 

A human life is but a grain of sand 

But a grain of sand is the nucleus of a pearl 

Funny what transcends, isn’t it? 

You have a stone against the erosion but I have 

Not seen it yet nor laid my palm against its 

Austere shoulder nor traced my finger across 

What is chiseled on it. 

Enough is chiseled Enough is etched 

Your mark on time is indelible on a living heart 

Ashes to ashes Dust to dust 

You are but a grain of sand 

Intricately faceted, and facile 

for the carrying. 



DONNA BOWMAN 

CHAD 

I got a 2100-gun salute 
when I was bom. 
Nineteen years lived 
behind black-out curtains 
in olive drabs and camouflage 
ended today. 
My mother cried when she heard the news 
on the radio. 
She whispered “peace, peace” in my ear 
as she held me and wept. 
Later I took the radio out back 
and emptied my rifle into it. 



KATHERINE ALLAN 

WORDS 

Love is not 
and never will be 
words 
even between their 
lovers. 

Hey F. Scott, 
sometimes sexual partner 
always friend 
— critics say now that Zelda 
(despite the way you drove her crazy) 
possessed you, 
and wore the talent in the family. 

Writing: 
party infidelity; 
best sellers; 
cracking cuesticks with heads; 
and other perfect moments. 

When all are spent, 
these perfect moments 
— yours and mine, 
let us drive off „ , , 
together - through all the barriers 

at 95. 
(Sylvia and Ted’ll have nothing 
on us.) 

Let us then learn 
to have guts 
enough 
to love 
(more than simply words.) 
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CHRIS PARKER 

DANCERS 

When America dances like Isadora Duncan 
And Beauty and Politics lie together 
Not as lovers 
But as dancers 

Undulant 
Moving musicless 
Either object 
Either shadow 
Feigning and reacting 
Crest and trough 

Then I will wave the Flag. 
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DONNA BOWMAN 

FUTURES 

Wasted to weary, 
look to me for a song. 
Windblown to wild, 
meet me where neon shines, 
singing under cover of darkness. 
I can fill you with visions 
to satisfy as long 
as the lounge-light holds. 
Then to your draftsman’s drawings go, 
worldly to wishing; 
forge a future in the approved fashion. 
Woman to witching, 
I conjure lies for my world, 
forgetting your America. 
Leave me for daylight: 
tearful to trembling 
wasted to weakness. 



O’ROARK 

ALL SIDEWALKS ARE GRAY IN THE DARK 

There was grass here but someone had someplace to go & 
poured concrete & 
carved initials took a direction & 

started walking. 

The buildings that were here yesterday haven’t moved 
someone should turn on the radio & make them dance 

but these stones got no soul they just sit there & 
take prisoners all those faces seeking shadows. 

Someone should tear the buildings down 
the ground is tired of holding them 

but the buildings stand still like tombstones 
& my fist is not enough & the ground has given up. 

Everyday I pass trees with no birds 
just branches with desperate leaves 

Jump! I yell & one by one they do 
hitting the pavement without a sound. 

Everyday I walk concrete I wear black shoes 
& my feet make sounds like heartbeats 

& I go on forever 
I say goodbye to every breath. 

I walk past the wall where Jackson sits blue down to his bones 
there’s earth in front of him but his feet don’t reach 

Jump! I yell but he just smiles sad 
& sits until the sky goes out. 



JOE HOWARD 

THE EDUCATION OF BEAN TURNER 

Sweat dripped off of Bean Turner’s forehead. He shot furiously and recklessly at the 
advancing avengers trying to stay safe behind the crumbling sand bunkers. Soon though, 
theaven^rs increasedtheir speed and the velocity of their firepower. Then it happened. 
Bean was hit. It was all over now. And Bean was all out of quarters. 

Bean returned to his seat in the caddyshack, stopping to pick up ani ancient Playbv,’on 
the table which he had read and examined countless times before. There were ten other 
caddies and he was the fourth or fifth one in line to go out. He thumbed through the 
magazLe recognizing the faces, the curves, and the smooth pink flesh with an air of 
nostalgia ’as if they were old friends. He dropped the magazine on the table and pulled out 
Sarettes Camds He lit one carefully and inhaled deeply. Bean looked at the clock 
on the wall Seven fifteen. He would be out by seven-thirty if he was lucky And he hoped 
to get a good loop. One that wouldn’t talk on and on and on and advise and be friendly as 
so many d°d here at Westmorland. Always giving their free advice on how they made their 
fortunes their crazy stories about high school and college, the lessons about life they learned, 
and how they attained their present position of prestige. And on the eighteenth green they 
would sign the card and be off. Money didn’t exist to these people. On y credit cards and 
signatures. Jus“Si here and everything will be taken care of. Everything is always taken 

care of. Just sign right here. 
Fred the caddymaster, grumbled out someone’s name and a caddy, Henderson, jumped 

from his pkSic chair to Fred’s window and got his card. The screen door slammed hard 

as^enderamleft to pick up the bag and report to the firstte®’^^^^^^^^dcloser 
his Camel down further, and his eyes burned with smoke as the ash got closer and closer 
to t^filten Soon it burned itself out and Bean smiled. There was no other caddy who could 
smoke a cigarette down that far. No one but Bean. But then again he had a lot of practice, 
hehad bee^caddying for five years, which translates into one year of hard time^mcta^ 
in the caddyshack on long waits for a loop. Most caddies had been here for just two years, 
they alhisuahy^nove on to better jobs once they get into junior 
hung on He had no ambition to look in town for another job. Now though m late August, 
Kcometo;a crossroad of sorts. Hishad just ^ua^ frm h^ooUnd tehad 
no plans. No plans. Not for a university. Not for a community college. Not for a trade school. 
For now, Bean Turner was completely content caddying. 

“Camnell and Meyer,” Fred’s voice rang out from behind his window. Dan Meyer walked 
up to the counter, got his ticket, and stopped on his way out to talk with Bean. 

“So Bean, what’s new?” 

“Same old shit Dan, and you amigo?” 

“Well couple of weeks and I will be sliding into a wonderful senior slump. Oh yes I’ve 
been wtatingPsooo long. But what about you Bean? What are you gonna do this fall. 

Bean looked skyward as if to find an answer from above and then returned his stare to 

Dan Meyer. 

“I don’t know yet, I haven’t really thought about it too much.” 
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“Well you better start pal, it’s almost fucking September.” 

“Yea, and you better beat it Dan or your loop will be pissed off. You know how the folks 
here are about waiting.” 

“Right, take her easy Bean.” 

“You too Danny.” 

Bean took another Camel out of the package on the table. He lit it and inhaled slow, savor¬ 
ing the smoke inside of him. It was late August a year ago that Mr. Wilson, the college 
counselor, had called Bean into his office to tell him the most “wonderful” news. “William- 
I just received your SAT scores, and you are in the 96th percentile for both Math and English- 
You can get into any school you want, William, and there is more than one scholarship 
waiting for you out there. You have such a future, William, so many choices.” 

Bean didn’t share Mr. Wilson’s enthusiasm. In fact, he really didn’t really care at all. It 
didn’t even seem important to Bean. The test results were meaningless considering he 
had no desire to even go to college, let alone a good one. And none of Mr. Wilson’s pleadings 
had changed his mind. But now, as Dan had said, it was almost September and it was time 
to think of something. Caddying would last until late September if he was lucky. And his 
mother, well there was no way in the world she would let him hang around the house all 
day and do nothing. No way. Yes, it was high time to move on, but where? A voice shattered 
Bean’s thoughts. 

“Turner and Harris, loops.” Harris got up and walked to the window. Bean didn’t mind 
Harris, he was very quiet. Just did his job and that was it. In fact, Bean couldn’t even 
remember hearing Harris speak. 

“Turner,” Fred shouted “Let’s go, Bean.” 

Bean put his cigarette out in an empty Coke can and got his ticket at Fred’s window. He 
uncovered the name slowly with his thumb. Mike Winters. Must be new, Bean thought, 
although there was another Winters at Westmorland, maybe Mikey’s pop. The son 
proudly following in the smooth paved footsteps of daddy’s success. A child gently shoved 
into a world of swimming pools and golf courses. A world of infinite wealth. A world where 
dreams are not attained but bought and sold. Just sign for it and it will all be taken care 
of. And they are always taken care of. Their whole miserable lives they are taken care ot- 

Bean walked quickly, trying to catch up with Harris. After fifty yards he did. 

“Hey Harris, who do you have?” 

Harris looked slowly into Bean Turner and answered him bluntly. “Jacobs.” 

“You ever hear of Mike Winters?” 

Harris didn’t lose pace. “Nope.” 

Bean and Harris walked in silence down the smooth black pavement. They picked dp 
two enormous bags of golf clubs at the bag house and moved to the first tee, where two med 
sat on a bench drinking coffee out of snow white styrofoam cups. 

“Hi guys,” the younger man chirped, “which one is Turner?” 
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Bean mumbled an affirmative reply and walked over to him He was rather young in com¬ 
parison to the rest of the men at Westmorland. He was well-dressed, clean cut, and typical 
Westmorland material. No surprise. There were no surprises at Westmorland, they simply 

do not allow it. 

“What’s your name, Turner?” the man asked. 

“Bean, sir.” 

“What?” 

“Bean sir, it’s a nickname.” 

“Bean?” 

“Yes sir, Bean.” 

“How did you ever get a nickname like that?” 

“I’m skinny sir.” 

“Excuse me?” 

“Thin sir, I’m thin like a stringbean. A stringbean sir, get it? 

“Oh, I see ... How charming.” He turned away from Bean. “Well Roy, let’s get this 

baby off.” 
Bean gave Winters a driver and he walked onto.the tee 

caddies stood off the tee, supporting the bags as they watchedthe 
He was also somewhat young for a country club like this one, but his lather was 1 co 
PuteTat the dZ fime and the whole family hit it big when computers did Now, Jacobs 
puters at tne rignt ume distant Drince to the president or something like that, 
was the executive vice-president assistant prince v 
He was a shoo-in once his old man kicks the bucket. It s all in the cards. 

out, like a missle, and plunged far into the dew stained fairway. 

“Good shot,” Jacobs said loudly as he started down the fairway with Winters. Bean 

picked up the huge bag and followed. 
The game went on and Winters played consistently better than Jacobs. This wasT>egm- 

ning to irritate Jacobs and Bean ^"^Zjwdfthhde though Winters’ luck ran out. His 

te^^o?slkZrigZandCrolled^nto a dense pack of sm^JteesMd^mfetA^rters stomped 

didbeheveh: Zd^n found h humorous. He loved to see young executives crumble over 

a white ball going into some trees. 
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When they reached the spot where the ball went out Bean followed Winters in. After a 
short search, Winters uncovered the ball. It was in a terrible spot. A large branch was righ 
in his line of fire to the fairway, so there was no way he was going to shoot the ball out oj 
there. Or so Bean thought. Or course Mr. Winters had another plan. He smiled at Bean ana 
began to speak. 

“Say Turner, uh what was your first name again?” 

“Bean, sir.” 

“Bean, that’s right. How could I forget that. Well, Bean, I wonder if you might do me n 
little favor and hold that branch back so I can get a clear shot out of this mess?” He paused. 
“All right?” 

Bean was not stupid; he knew the rules and this maneuver was as illegal as teeing up the 
ball in the middle of the fairway. But, again, Bean was not stupid. He had assisted in such 
questionable techniques before and had found that they usually yielded large tips. While 
Winters waited impatiently for him to reply, Bean looked at the leafy ground, as if it were 
going to grant him dispensation. Mr. Winters spoke again. 

“How ’bout it, Bean? I’d hate to see this round ruined. Can you help me out?” 

That was all Bean was waiting for. Just a bit of encouragement. He may be cheap, but 
he was not that easy. 

“Sure Mr. Winters, sure.” And Bean pulled the branch back and tried to get as far out 
of the way as he could. Bean could see the fairway through the branch. He looked over his 
shoulder at Winters, who was lining up his shot. Seconds later he heard a woosh. It mus 
have been a practice swing. 

When Bean heard the sound again he also felt a sharp blow to the left side of his back- 
The pain was quick. 

“Shit,” Bean yelled. He doubled over and the branch snapped back into place as the g°^ 
ball bounced to the ground behind him. “Son of a bitch.” 

In seconds Winters was practically on top of him. “Oh Jesus. I’m sorry. Are you all right? 
It was an accident. Are you all right? Oh Jesus Christ. I must have slipped. I don’t kno* 
what happened. I must have slipped in the mud, in the mud back there. Jesus, I’m sorry 
kid. Are you all right?” 

Bean’s head cleared amidst the sound of Winter’s apology. He was, in fact, all right. He 
was on his knees now and there was a slight throb below his left shoulder blade, but Beau 
could handle it. He screamed more out of shock than from pain. He had felt much wors 
pain than this. He was all right. 

Jacobs and Harris were now in the shrubs also. They had heard the commotion and Bean s 
rather harsh outburst after his attempted assassination. 

“What’s going on here?” Jacobs asked as if he were just appointed head of the official 

investigation. 

“Oh, we had a little accident.” Winters looked around, avoiding Jacobs stare but then 
returning to it. “I slipped in the mud back there and the ball just shot out right into him- 
It was a freak accident. Just one of those freak accidents.” 
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Jacobs looked at Bean. “Are you all right, son?” 

Bean was probably only seven or eight years younger than Mr. Jacobs. Hardly a son. 

“Yes sir, I’m fine, just a bit shaken up.” 

“Are you sure now?” Winters looked at him hard. 

“Yeah, I’m fine really,” Bean started to get up. 

Jacobs stoDoed Bean “Now let’s not go so fast here. Are you sure you don’t want us to 
take you in? You may be hurt. I think maybe we better just call the match off and take him 

in Mike.” 
Winters looked very annoyed. “That’s silly. He said he’s fine Roy, he’s not hurt. He just 

said he was okay.” 
Fean interrupted. “Look, I’m really fine. It’s nothing. Look.” Bean got up and spun around. 

“See, fine, no problem. Let’s just get moving. 

Winters smiled, “Well Roy, I guess I’ll just have to take a drop out on the fairway. 

“Yeah I guess so” Jacobs, at that moment, regretted cleaning out his golf bagtwoweek¬ 
endsago HehadRemoved his pocket version of“The Rules of Golf." If he only had it now, 
he coufd check for a rule about hitting your caddy. He was s“^at such^ o penX” 
But as Winters had said of an earlier dispute over something, No rule book, no penalty. 

Out on the fairway Bean gave Winters a three wood and stood away from him, clearly 
out of his range of fire. Harris and Jacobs returned to the other side of the fairway where 
they were advancing slowly up the long and treacherous par five. 

Winters regained his composure and hit. It was a good shot. Solid, long and straight up 
the middle oft:he fairway. A perfect shot. Bean replaced the headcover, then the club, and 

the two walked up the fairway. 

“So Bean, what year are you in, in high school?” 

“I’m out sir. I graduated last June.” 

“Oh, terrific. Where are you going to school this fall?” 

“I don’t really think I’m going to go.” 

“What? Nowadays you have to go to college. IBs the standard. You won’t get anywhere 
in this world without a college education, Bean. 

Bean shifted the golf bag to his other shoulder without losing a step. “I just don’t think 

it’s for me, Mr. Winters.” 
“You know Bean when I graduated from high school I didn’t go to college right away. 

I wl LkTschooTand thought I would be smart and make it on my own Probably wha 
you think now too Well I got a job in construction, and the money was okay, but I wasn t 
gohrg anwh^rl That ob las a dead end. I saw the people I worked with, people who had 
beerfaUtforTwenty years and these people had nothing. They were always struggling. 
M i j v pv aii They were living paycheck to paycheck and they lived in 
du^srom^ed to wfetl halellw Well BeatU looked at that life and said no thank you. 
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I was not going to let that happen to me. So the next fall, I had saved enough money and 
I went to school. It was tough, very tough at times, but it was the smartest thing I ever did- 
That is the only reason I got where I am now. If I didn’t go to college I’d probably be stuck 
in a crummy shack with nothing.” 

They had reached Winters’ ball. He looked at it, and then ahead to the green. His face 
was wrinkled with indecision. “Hmmm ... how ’bout a seven iron, Bean?” 

Bean pulled the seven iron out of the bag and handed it to Mr. Winters. He stood away- 

Winters lined up his shot and swung. The ball shot up and landed gently on the green- 
Jacobs yelled some words of praise from the other side of the fairway that neither of them 
could understand. Bean replaced the seven iron and they continued up the fairway. 

“Anyway Bean, I’ll tell you one thing. You seem like a good kid, and I want you to listen 
to some advice. And this is the best advice I could give you Bean. Go to college. Go to col¬ 
lege and get your business degree. Without it, you are nothing. If you want things in life, 
you need a college education. People laugh at high school graduates. You would be lucky 
to survive yourself with only a high school diploma. Bean, I have so much, so much, and 
I never could have had any of it without a college education. It opens doors. People who 
don’t go to college end up being the floormats of the people who do. And Christ, you sure 
don’t want to be a floormat, do you?” 

Before Bean had a chance to answer, they reached the green. Bean gave Winters his putter, 
dropped the bag, and walked to the center of the green to hold the flagstick. Jacobs was 
away so he shot first. His putt was short and to the right. Winters leaned over and looked 
down at his putt. It was long, about fourteen feet, and there was also an incline to contend 
with. Winters stared at the putt, and approached the ball. He looked down to his ball and 
then stopped. He turned his head back up and looked at Bean. For an instant, their eyes 
locked. Bean was confused and turned his gaze to the empty cup and the flagstick. Winters 
paused, then hit the ball slowly but forcefully. Bean pulled the flagstick out of the cup and 
the ball rolled in. Dead center. 

Jacobs slapped Winters on the back and uttered words of amazement, and Bean reached 
down and picked the ball out of the hole. He rolled it in his hand, feeling the tiny circular 
indentations. Little tiny circular indentations. All the same size, all exactly alike. Each little 
valley the same as all the others. So many, so similar, and so small. So very small. Winters 
put his hand out into the air, waiting for Bean to toss him the ball. Bean continued to rod 
the ball around in his hand, clenching it with his fist occasionally, until Mr. Winters spoke- 

“Say Bean. How ’bout tossing me that magic ball, buddy?” 

Bean glanced up at him and then to the ball. Then he returned his stare to Winters and 
tossed the ball into the air. Mr. Winters caught it with one hand. Bean walked to the edge 
of the green while Jacobs finished the hole. 

About an hour later, they were on another green, the eighteenth. And again Bean waited 
for Jacobs to putt out. He did. Bean replaced the flagstick and they all walked off the green- 
Jacobs signed Harris’ card hastily and told Winters he would meet him in the clubhouse- 
Harris walked off slowly into the direction of the bag house. 

They were alone. 

44 
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“Bean, I want you to be sure to think about our little talk, all right? Just promise me you 

Will think about it?” 

“Yes, Mr. Winters.” 

“Here Bean. Let me sign your card. 

Bean handed him the white card. Winters signed it and returned it to him. Winters then 
reached far into his pocket and pulled out a gold money clip, bulging neatly with bills. He 
Pulled one out and gave it to Bean. 

“Here Bean. Take this and use it for your education.” 

“I will Mr. Winters, for my education.” 

“Good. Oh, and sorry about hitting you, too.” 

“That’s all right. Thank you Mr. Winters.” 

“No sweat. Give me a ring when you get that degree, okay? 

“Sure, when I get my education.” 

“Good luck Bean.” 

“Good bye Mr. Winters.” 

Bean put the bill into his shirt pocket and carried the golf bag in the bag house. Then he 
1 Walked back to the caddyshack. It was empty except for Fred. Bean walked up to the win- 

I dow and dropped his card on Fred’s desk. 

“How goes it with you Mr. Bean Turner? 

“All right Fredrick, and you?” 

“I’m fine. Hey, I hear you got hit out there. Is that right?” 

Bean smiled. “Yeah, but it was nothing. Just a flesh wound.” 

“Well that’s good. Watch it next time though.” 

Fred got seven dollars out of the cash drawer and gave it to Bean. He: tookthe money, 
: slipped it into his jeans and started to leave. He was almost to the door when Fred stopped 

him. “Hey Bean. Come back hear a second, I want to talk to you. 

- Bean walked back to Fred’s window, Yeah Fred. 

“Say, you’re out of school aren’t you? 

j “Yeah, I graduated in June.” 

“Are you going to school in the fall? 

Bean looked Fred right in the eye. “No, no I don’t think college is really for me at all. 

“Well Harrv is getting too old to park cars and they want to move him into the kitchen. 
The position i^ yours if you want it, and it would pay a helluva lot better than caddying. 

Bean didn’t hesitate a second. “I’ll take it. 
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“Great, Bean. You can start on Tuesday. The hours are usually twelve till eight but it vanes 
with parties and other club functions. You know how it is.” 

“Okay Fred, and thanks. Thanks a lot.” 

“No problem. See you Tuesday.” 

Bean unlocked his bike and started to ride in the general direction of home. Halfway there 
though, he stopped on the deserted bridge that goes over the sewage canal. He dumped 
his bike in the grass and sat down on the bridge with his feet dangling over the side. B 
got out his pocket knife and then the bill that Mr. Winters had given him. He cut the bi 
in half, right down the middle, right through the unfamiliar face on the front. He took one 
half and put it carefully into his wallet. Safe, in a cellophane compartment. Safe. Opposi 
his social security card. The other half he put on the ground. He then reached into his PoC^ 
and got out his Camels. He took a cigarette out and cut in lengthwise, from the filter to tn 
tip. The tobacco spilled out onto the other half of the bill. He repeated the process with thre 
additional Camels. Then he rolled the bill with the tobacco inside. He had to hold it togethe 
with his fingers because it wouldn’t stick. He lit it and inhaled. He exhaled and the smoK 
distinegrated fast into the late air of August. Bean closed his eyes, just to rest them, an 
then an instant later reopened them. 

Bean looked down at the sewage canal below. The water moved slowly. He took another 
drag on the enormous cigarette he had made. He would be there a long while. He wa / 
going to smoke this one all the way down. 

All the way down. 
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